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Editorial
Dear Reader,

white genocide were to have been mentioned just
a few years ago, one would been regarded as
deranged and labelled a Nazi right-wing
extremist.

White Genocide

Not only that more and more websites devoted
to the plight of the white Caucasian are popping
up everyday.

Spotted on a roundabout in Southend on
Sea, England.
Evermore people are coming to an understanding
that it is the white Caucasian peoples who are
being targeted for destruction by stealth, through
such means as abortion, euthanasia of the
elderly, toxic food additives, medical drugs,
vaccines, chem-trails and weather modification
to name just a few.

We are pleased to announced that just as we go
to press a new Internet radio station known as
Eurofolk Radio will be broadcasting 24 hrs a day
of prerecorded messages, talks and other items
of interest, including live broadcasts to the
indigenous people of Europe and elsewhere on
matters of identity and race. There will be a
number of speakers and hosts including Pastor
Eli James who is well know to our readers.
In the next issue of this magazine, a schedule of
some of the live programs will be published, but
in the meantime readers can tune into the test
broadcasts on http://www.eurofolkradio.tk/wpcontent/uploads/rplayer/player.html

We praise Yahweh for this opportunity. Our
We are grateful to a reader in the Southend area gratitude also to Paul for his hard work setting
for spotting the white genocide notice which was up this station.
erected near a main road and would have been
Editor
visible to many hundreds of motorists and
thenewensign@gmail.com
passers by as it was several hours before the
authorities became alerted and had it removed.
This magazine is for private subscription only
The one in Southend was not the only notice,
and is not in any way connected to The Ensign
they have been popping up all over the UK as
Message Magazine which is a totally separate
well as in continental Europe and America - if
entity.
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WHAT IS BALAAM’S DOCTRINE? (2)
By
Arnold Kennedy

NEW
TESTAMENT
FORNICAT
ION

W

E
do
f i n d
s o m e
sort of teaching
about "fornication" today, it is true, but there are
various interpretations. The matter of concern is,
with whom is the fornication committed? It has
been shown that Jesus referred the matter back
to Balaam and the Old Testament, and we can
do no better. The Apostles Peter and Jude did
the same. The Apostle Paul is bold in his
connecting of fornication in the New Testament
with fornication in the Old Testament.
1 Cor 10:8 Neither let us commit fornication, as
some of them committed, and fell in one day
three and twenty thousand.
This is about the worship of Baal-Peor. This
refers us once again to Balaam’s advice,
although Paul does not use Balaam’s name. The
judgement against Israel for "fornication" is
given here as an example confirming God’s
judgement against this.
1 Cor 10:11 Now all these things happened unto
them for ensamples: and they are written for our
admonition.

Israelites! Look at it; they were Israelites! What
happened to Israel was that they were led into
idolatry through sexual intercourse with foreign
women. This is New Testament doctrine! The
realisation of the importance of this aspect of
"fornication" will add to the appreciation of a
number of other Scriptures. Let us consider some
of these.
In response to a question about whether it was
appropriate for a man to divorce his wife, Jesus
answered:
Matt 19:9 And I say unto you, who-so-ever shall
put away his wife, except it be for fornication,
and shall marry another, committeth adultery,
and whosoever marrieth her which is put away
doth commit adultery.
Here "fornication" is not porneuo, it is porneia
(dative). This passage then is not referring
especially to marriage to foreign women. Jesus
made it clear that all men could not receive this
saying, save they to whom it is given [verse 11].
It is not given to everyone of every race; Jesus
says so. Much has been written about what
porneia [fornication] applies to and it is now
usually generalised to include all illicit sexual
intercourse. This generalisation is not valid since
"adultery" = moichao, for instance, is a different
word completely.
"Porneia" has also become inclusive of all
pornography as this is known today. This is
appropriate because pornography is lust of the
mind and it is, in the words of Jesus, equivalent
to the physical act. Hence pornography is simply
the application of modern technology to
implement Balaam’s doctrine. Perhaps if we
called it Moabiteography fewer Israelites would
be seduced by it – but Ahab’s counsellors would
never accept such a move. It would be
discrimination against Moabites and hence
illegal!

Are we to accept admonishment and this
example, or not? Paul shows that this is a
common temptation for all the Israelite males.
At this point it is necessary to remind readers of
the foundation that was laid in, "That
Unfortunate Word "Gentile" a chapter the
writer’s book entitled, "The Exclusiveness of
Israel". The importance of 1 Corinthians 10:1
cannot be escaped where the fathers of these Look further into this in the book of Jude, who
"Gentile" Israelites had been under Moses and mentions Cain.
went through the Red Sea. These so-called
Gentiles being addressed could only be
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Jude v 11 Woe unto them! for they have gone in adulterers, nor effeminate, nor abusers of
the way of Cain, and ran greedily after the error themselves with mankind, nor thieves, nor
covetous, nor drunkards, nor revilers, nor
of Balaam for reward.
extortioners, shall inherit the kingdom of God.
Jude links the New Testament with Genesis.
What did Cain do? He bedded pre-Adamites No "fornicator" will inherit the Kingdom of God.
thinking it would be to his advantage (reward)! Here the word is pornos, a word that is popularly
Jude links false teachers with Cain and with taken to be about sodomy, but this must be
Balaam. They had the same error. There was an questioned. Note that these verses link
anticipated reward through the error of Balaam. fornicators, idolaters and adulterers together with
This is nothing new; preachers still want to keep thieves, covetous people, drunkards, revilers and
their jobs and be rewarded by the mixed extortioners, as having the same destiny. Thus
those who claim that idolatry alone is the issue,
multitude in their churches.
rather than including all the other things, are
Paul shows that the pagan practise of mixed wrong.
racial marriage is not to be indulged in by
There are frequent biblical references to show
Israelite Christians.
that God’s judgement is upon those of Israel who
2 Cor 6:17 Wherefore come out from among transgress by having this common carnal
them, and be ye separate ¼ and touch not the intercourse with other races and going after
"strange flesh". This is not about sodomy as is
unclean thing …
often claimed, because "strange" = "hetros"
Paul is talking about which Strong gives as "one who is NOT of the
people coming out same nature". Homosexuals are of the same
from
amongst nature. This shows up also throughout the New
people, not "things". Testament. Jesus says in Revelation He holds it
The "them" are against the churches which hold the Doctrine of
people. Can any deny Balaam-[Rev 2:14]. From the 60 mentions of
this? ["Thing" in the "Balaam", it is possible to determine the nature
KJV and other of this doctrine. Because almost all
translations is not in denominations hold the doctrine of Balaam
the Greek text]. In without knowing it, we can understand just why
this verse, "touch" = it is never properly taught. Probably few
haptomai, is a word "preachers" know what this doctrine is, but all
used of carnal intercourse with a woman, like it should if Jesus holds it against them! 2 Peter 2:15
or not [confirm this in 1 Cor 7:1-3]. The "them" indicates that people with this doctrine have
in this verse are "unclean" people that are not to "gone astray"; they are off the track! Jude v11
be "touched". "Unclean" = akathartou shows that calls holding Balaam’s doctrine an "error".
there is a difference between ‘clean’ and
‘unclean’ people, with the clean not to ‘touch’ New Testament "fornication" has not changed
the unclean (people). The "yoke" in 2 Cor 6:14 from what Old Testament fornication was, even
is with "heterozugeo" which means a different if most like to try to say that porneuo has no
sort [Vine], or one who is not an equal [Thayer]. racial connection today. In 1 Corinthians 10:8
This again presents the racial separation of Israel we are told that everything that is mentioned in
from other nations. God also made clean and this passage are for examples to us. When we
unclean animals and fish; each were born that read what one example is, we find, "neither let
way, so it is a matter of race rather than a matter us commit fornication as some of them
of belief. Throughout the entire Bible, we have committed, and fell in one day three and twenty
a consistent theme; we find God always keeping thousand". We can look back to the Old
a portion of His Order pure, separate and Testament and find that what caused three and
twenty thousand to die started with Israelites
undefiled.
having sexual relationships with non-Israelites
1 Cor. 6: 9-10 Know ye not that the unrighteous [Numbers 25:1]. Moses previously had
shall not inherit the kingdom of God? Be not demanded that all Israelites who did this should
deceived: neither fornicators, nor idolaters, nor be slain because of the idolatry that would
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follow. King Solomon got caught this way and
it led to idolatry on his part. We read of plagues
in Israel because of this-[Numbers 25:6-8]. We
have seen how these things are written for our
admonition (verse 11), but because of the
popular, but wrong, doctrine to the contrary, this
necessity for admonition is not accepted today.
Jezebel [the foreign wife of Ahab] is permitted
in the churches today even if Jesus says He holds
this also against the churches [Rev 2:20]. What
this means is that the New Testament doctrine
about racial intermarriage is the same as that in
the Old Testament.

the minds of the Edomite Pharisees against
Jesus, even if they said, "we have one Father,
even God", in the same way church people do
today. Although they were Abraham’s seed, their
seed had "gone astray" when Esau polluted the
line by marriage outside of his race. Esau thus
despised his birthright. This is what led to his
idolatry. Esau tried to find repentance with tears,
but could not find it. This is true of Esau’s mixed
race descendants for all generations [Mal 1:3-5].
The whole subject of divorce on grounds of
"except for fornication" would be hammered
home if the churches were prepared to give a
balanced account of the Bible’s teachings.

When we look further at "fornication" as starting
with sexual activity, we find the Jewish leaders Nothing has changed in the New Testament from
raised the matter of fornication with Jesus, that in the Old Testament in regard to
saying:
"fornication", a word that has differing forms.
We will not go into parts of speech here, but note
John 8:41 - We be not born (gennao) of this for those who can follow it through
fornication (porneia); we have one father, even themselves:
God.
Acts 15:29 That ye abstain … from fornication
… (Genitive)
1 Cor 6:13 The body is not for fornication …
(Dative)
1 Cor 6:18 Flee fornication … (Accusative)
Eph 5:3 But fornication … let it not be once be
named among you …(Nominative)
Col 3:5 Mortify therefore … fornication …
Jesus laid it on the line to them replying that they (Nominative)
were not Abraham’s children through Isaac,
although they were Abraham’s seed. These 1 Thes 4:3 For this is the will of God, even your
Edomites (above) knew that Israelites were the sanctification, that ye should abstain from
children of God, and hence tried to claim descent fornication. (Genitive)
from Abraham as entitlement to be included with
Israel as children of God. They also knew that The "not be once named among you" is
the pursuit of other gods was classed as absolutely strict. The essence and consequence
fornication and it is by their actions that they of "fornication" is corruption of the truth; a
show from which side of the line they came. leaven that has to be purged. In the book of
Jesus said to them, "I know that you are Revelation, there is much reference to
Abraham’s seed, but you seek to kill me … fornication in connection with Babylon and the
because my word has no place in you". They Harlot of Rome. Rome is described as The Great
could not "hear" what Jesus was saying. Then Whore. This is the whore above all whores [Rev
Jesus goes on to speak about observing deeds 19:2] "which corrupts the earth with her
done as a means of determining who are begotten fornication".
of God and who are not. Jesus said to them, "If
God were your Father, you would love me". Ask these questions about the Roman Catholic
Their actions showed they did not love Jesus. Church: Who is the great advocate of racial
Jesus told them, "The lusts of your father you intermarriage? Who always has been?
will do". This indicates the 100% orientation of
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Who does not believe that God set boundaries Evangelist Billy Graham is reported in the
for the races [Deut 32:8 and Acts 17:26] and Charlotte Observer as saying, "I don’t see
anything wrong with inter-racial marriage – there
seeks for a world without national borders?
is nothing in the Bible to forbid it. It all comes
Who advocates a one world church of all races? down to a practical matter in today’s culture and,
integration is the only solution. We’ve got to be
Whom can we blame for the problems relating totally integrated - in our homes, in our worship
to multiculturalism, particularly in the Western services, even in marriage". The Apostle Peter
would call Billy Graham a heretic, and we must
world?
do the same.
Whose religion blends in with any culture?
Jezebel is alive and well!
Who originated much of what is taught today in
Protestant churches on the subject of the Rev 2:20 Notwithstanding, I have a few things
against thee, because thou sufferest that woman
Universal Church from all races?
Jezebel, which calleth herself a prophetess, to
Ask similar questions from those who believe teach and to seduce my servants to commit
that the Talmud is their heartbeat. Are they not fornication …
promoting so-called Human Rights and are they
not those who call racial separation "racial What is the effect of Jezebel’s teaching? It is "to
teach and seduce my servants to commit
hatred"?
fornication and to eat things sacrificed to idols".
Corruption in doctrine has led to the many Here we see the two factors linked together – sex
denominations that ignore what "fornication" and idolatry! Who does Jezebel seduce? It is "my
really is. Jesus said, "Never-the-less, when the servants", Jesus says. It is God’s servant race that
Son of Man comes, shall he find THE faith is seduced. The seduction is to commit
(belief) on the earth"- [Luke 17:8]? The doctrine fornication with other races, as Balaam advised
of Balaam is accepted almost universally and it Balak. Note well, Jezebel herself was not an
is one of the objectives of the United Nations. Israelite by race. She wrought havoc within the
World Government is working to promote the nation. But, Jezebel is teaching within the
fusion of all races by inter-racial marriage. The assemblies! Can we afford to continue to suffer
object is the corruption of the Anglo-Saxon / her teachings any longer?
To be Continued
Israel bloodline through inter-racial marriage.

The Sacred Names: Yahweh and Yahshua (3)
by
Pastor Eli James
If it is within us,
then we have the
power to manifest
it in the physical
world. This is our
challenge.

T

HE
Old
Testament,
in the book
of Jeremiah, puts it rhetorically: “Am I a God
at hand, saith Yahweh, and not a God afar off?
Can any hide himself in secret places that I
shall not see him? saith Yahweh. Do not I fill

heaven and earth? saith Yahweh. (Chapter 23:
23 & 24.)
Indeed, Yahweh exists within our very souls, yet
we perceive Him not – or better, we choose to
ignore Him in favour of our earthly desires. But
just as His Spirit indwells our being, His
omnipresence indwells the universe itself. He is
the author of all, within and without. Since He
is everywhere and every time, there is nothing
that can be hidden from Him.
It is ironic that so many sincere Christians are
searching for something OUT THERE (such as
dynamic preaching) that instead needs to be
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brought into existence from IN HERE! Studies
and questionnaires have shown that most people
go to church in order to get something from the
church experience. Of course, True Christianity
is the opposite of this spirit of Churchianity.
That’s why Jesus told us that It is better to give
than to receive. Charity helps us to overcome our
selfishness and narrow-mindedness because it
allows us to share in Yahweh’s Universal Mind.
All the self-help programs in the world cannot
compare to the personal power which is
expressed by the simple phrase, I AM. This is an
affirmation of Life, an affirmation of Power, and
an affirmation of fearlessness in the face of
overwhelming odds. Far too many Christians
go to church hoping to get something out of the
church experience but they have nothing to give!
The ideals of service, charity, and self-sacrifice
for the benefit of one’s follow citizens are far
from their minds. Rather, they look to
Churchianity for validation of their self-centred
lifestyles...and most of their preachers are happy
to oblige with their gospel of personal
gratification! -- Oh, sorry, the gospel of personal
salvation.
In Matthew 22:37-40, Yahshua summarizes His
instructions to those who would follow Him:
Thou shalt love the LORD thy God with all thy
heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy
mind. This is the first and great commandment.
And the second is like unto it, Thou shalt love
thy neighbour as thyself. On these two
commandments hang all the law and the
prophets.

This situation reminds me of another forgotten
appellation
for
Yahweh,
namely,
PROVIDENCE. This attribute recognizes
Yahweh as our PROVIDER: He who provides
us with everything we need, not to mention all
that we are, including our very consciousness
and self-awareness. All of these basic necessities
of life and experience are provided by the Most
High God, Yahweh; yet, so often we ignore Him
or merely pay Him lip service! When we act out
of selfless charity, we partake of His nature,
which is constantly giving of Himself to all of
His creation. When we give of ourselves we
invite the divine essence to act through us and
empower us. We grow in stature because we
imitate Him. Contrast this philosophy with that
of the so-called Gospel of Personal Salvation,
which, in practice, is really the Gospel of
Personal Gratification because it is not based on
His Law. Under this “dispensation,” Christians
do little more than beg for personal blessings so
as to be saved. Can you say looking for love in
all the wrong places? Instead of looking for it
and asking for it, we should be giving it and
doing it! Perhaps this concept is too simple to
understand?
The world at large is stuck in a pitiful Woe is
meattitude. They say to themselves, over and
over, I am poor, I am sick, I am helpless. It’s no
wonder they are sick, poor and helpless! We are
looking to be loved BY others instead of
bringing the Kingdom into being through our
own love! Perhaps, at this point, the problem is
best stated in the form of a question: If the
Kingdom of Heaven is within you, then what
is preventing you from bringing it forth?
With so little faith in the personal presence of
Yahweh, even sincere Christians are no better
than hedonistic atheists! Try affirming to
yourself: I AM a constant blessing to all those
around me. See if this prayer produces a
welcome attitude change. Or, try this one: “I
AM a child of Yahweh and a friend of Yahshua.”
The Sacred Name is our direct connection to
Him. The Sacred Name is the means by which
God enables us to share in His power, BUT
ONLY AS LONG AS WE OBEY HIS LAW.
We have to be of ONE MIND with the Father,
otherwise we contradict His Will and His natural
order of the Universe.

But how many of these Churchians practice
these two Commandments?
They hear
lukewarm preaching, scoff down their pancake
breakfast, and go home to their soap operas and
secular, personal enrichment routines.
Kingdom-building is the furthest thing from their Holy Father, keep through thine own name
minds, and, not surprisingly, some of them are those whom thou hast given me, that they may
be one, as we are one. John 17:11. (Put
pretty lousy neighbours!
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yourself in the place of Jesus Christ, who is the It is important to recognize the Name by which
reciter of this prayer, and see what a powerful the Father of the universe is denominated. There
prayer this is!)
is really nothing mysterious about His identity
from the point of view of Scripture because his
Jesus also said “No one comes to the Father but Name is used about 7000 times in the Old
through me.” (John 14:6.) Yahshua (Yahweh Testament alone. It is not God or Lord alone
Saves) came in the flesh to redeem us for our (elohim, theos or kyrios which can refer to many
past sins. No greater act of unselfish Love has lesser and even evil beings), but His actual Name
ever been manifest under heaven. The lesson is is revealed in Scripture by four Hebrew letters
that we must become for our brethren what we which transliterates into English as YHWH,
expect them to be for us, by giving of ourselves. whom theologians today recognize as Yahweh.
This is a complete reversal of worldly logic. He is the Supreme Elohim over all other elohim
Worldly logic demands that we, as individuals, (gods), theoi (gods) or kyrioi (lords). This name
compete with each other for slices of a limited is of far more esteem than Christ(Anointed One)
pie. Divine logic tells us that through brotherly because even human beings who were anointed
love we create unparalleled abundance! – “on priests in the Old Testament were called
earth, as it is in heaven.” History has proven Messiahsor Christs (e.g. Num. 35:25). But in
that there is no higher civilization than Christian the Scripture there is only one Yahweh who is
civilization. When we obey His Law and are the Supreme God and Father of our Lord Jesus
conversant with Him, we prosper nationally and Christ. He is also the head over all things and
individually.
is the one and only true Deity from whom all
things exist and consist. p. 9.
There is no oneness outside of Yahweh’s Law.
Combining obedience to Yahweh’s Law with
On page 13: The Name of
this constant awareness of His presence is what
the Father was so important
Brother Lawrence called The Practice of the
to the apostle Paul (and the
Presence of God. This is the True Faith!
other apostles) because
Modern Christians have such a distorted idea of
within its definition is found
faith that they substitute their own ideas for faith.
all the dimensions of
Today, it has become such a diluted idea that it
authority and influence,
means little more than I believe in Jesus,
whether these attributes are
therefore I’m saved. Talk about ignorance
human or spiritual, visible
combined with self-flattery and self-deception!
or invisible (Col. 1:16).
They neither obey His Law nor are they aware
That is why Paul could say
of His presence! It is a faith without practice! in Ephesians 3:14-19: For this cause I bow my
Actually, from these faithless, His Spirit has knees unto the Father, of whom the whole family
willingly departed!
in heaven and earth is named… that ye being
grounded in love, may be able to comprehend
“Thou believest that there is one God; thou doest with all the saints what is the breadth, and
well: the devils also believe, and tremble. But length, and depth and height… which passeth
wilt thou know, O vain man, that faith without knowledge. In other words, the Father’s love in
works is dead/” -- James 2:19,20.
breadth is boundless, in length endless, in depth
fathomless, in height measureless. These
Vanity indeed! We are witness to a form of unlimited dimensional expressions that Paul was
Christianity which touts that salvation comes by using… represent the exact definition of the
faith only – a “faith” that works no charity! We name Yahweh when one considers all its
pat ourselves on the back because we “believe ramifications.
in Jesus” and do absolutely nothing to follow His
example… and some of us even mock His Or, as I interpret these things: Wisdom is
transmitted to us when we requite His Love back
commandments.
to Him. Once we Israelites recognize the spark
Ernest L. Martin, in his booklet entitled, The of Divinity within each other and LOVE ONE
ANOTHER accordingly – and this necessarily
Divine Titles, has this to say:
means in terms of actions, not just words and
beliefs -- then and only then will the Kingdom
( Page 8 )

manifest itself in our midst.
And full
comprehension of the meaning of His Name
infuses us with the requisite awe and gratitude
that our lowly human status require if we are to
appreciate His grandeur and His Love. That is
why we must approach Him in all humility, for
we are mere specks on a planet, or, as the song
by Kansas says, dust in the wind. For me, using
the I AM is a constant reminder to me of the
actual Presence of God in my being: that I AM
made of His Substance and that I live in Him and
breathe in Him. When we forget this intimate
connection with Him, we get lost in our own
self-importance and we sink into materialism.
What’s in a name, you ask?
Jesus’ or Yahshua’?
One of the most important
treatises on the subject of
the Sacred Names is a
booklet entitled The
Mistaken J. It is the story
of how the letter J entered
into the English language.
The opening paragraphs
say this:
Often heard in the churches of our land is the
refrain sung about the Savoir, There’s something
about that name... In our English-speaking world
we have been taught that the saving name of the
Redeemer of Israel is Jesus. So accepted is this
name that few stop to consider its authenticity.
But the truth is, there is indeed something about
that Name. That something’ is the inescapable
fact that the Saviour’s name is not Jesus, and
never was. What’s more, the Name of the
heavenly Father is not Jehovah, a designation
that is only five centuries old.
Churchianity has so thoroughly immersed the
world in the error of this tradition for the past
500 years that few even think to research the
matter or to consider the consequences of calling
on the wrong name. As a result, most continue
believing that the Hebrew Savior is called by a
Latinized Greek name that could not possibly
have existed at the time He walked the earth.
It’s a name that would have been completely
foreign to Him.

The story of the Mistaken J goes on to explain
how the letter J was incorporated into the English
language around 1500 AD. Before then, English
employed the same sound for J as other
languages do, namely, the y sound. Up until
then, even the English people referred to Jesus
as Iesus (pronounced Yay-Soos). If you look at
the earliest copies of the King James Bible, you
will see His name spelled I-e-s-u-s. (The
complete text of “The Mistaken J” can be
accessed on The Assemblies of Yahweh
Website.
But even Iesus is, as the authors point out, a
Latinized version of a Greek transliteration of a
Hebrew name. The name, Jesus, therefore, is
thrice removed from the original, which is
Yahshua.
Now, the name Yahshua has a very specific
meaning. It means YAHWEH SAVES. Does
the word Jesus’ mean that to you? If not, then I
suggest getting familiar with His REAL NAME,
Yahshua, because His real name is intimately
tied to the Father, Yahweh, in His aspect as THE
MESSIAH, the saving presence of God.
There is indeed something about the name Jesus.
But for many people who call themselves
Christians, it is just an emotional experience: a
giddy high that may last a few years. But when
the importance of obedience to Yah’s Law and
the full impact of Yahshua’s supreme sacrifice
are realized, that giddy high is seen to be an
illusion. Christianity, first and foremost, is
RESPONSIBILITY to one’s brethren. Do all of
the Churchians sitting in the twenty-thousand
seat auditoriums, listening to the “Gospel of
Self-Help, Self-Aggrandizement and Personal
Gratification” through milquetoast preachers,
come away with a sense of greater responsibility
to love and respect their brethren? True
Christianity is the Gospel of TOUGH LOVE.
We must demand that we love each other by
OBEYING YAHWEH’S LAW. We cannot hold
each other to any lower standard. Anything short
of this is mediocre religion…and backsliding
towards another fall.
It has been objected that Yahshua Himself never
used the name of Yahweh. This is not exactly
true. There are a few instances in which He did.
We have to remember that when the Father
divorced us, He temporarily departed from us;
and we henceforth forgot His Name. We also
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have to bear in mind that the Masoretes and other of instances in which the I AM occurs in the New
translators have done their level best to obscure Testament:
the Sacred Names. So, before I quote the
relevant New Testament passages, I would like
to quote from the Introduction of Joseph
Rotherham’s translation of the Bible. Under the
heading of The Name Suppressed, he tells us:
...the Tetragrammaton is nearly hidden in our
public English versions. Not quite. To those
who can note the difference between LORD and
Lord and between GOD and God, and can
remember that the former (printed with SMALL
CAPITALS) do while the latter do not stand for
The Name to such [people] an intimation of the
difference is conveyed. But although the
READER who looks carefully at his book can
see the distinction, yet the mere HEARER
remains completely in the dark respecting it,
inasmuch as there is no difference whatever in
sound between LORD and Lord or GOD and
God. It hence follows that in nearly all the
occurrences of The Name (some 7,000
throughout the Old Testament) the especial
Name of God is absolutely withheld from all who
simply hear the bible read. Nearly all, for there
are about half a dozen instances in the A.V., and
a few more in the R.V., in which this concealment
does not take place. In other words there are
these very few places in which the
Tetragrammaton appears as Jehovah; and
although it may be asked, What are they among
so many? still their presence has an
argumentative value. If it was wrong to unveil
the Tetragrammaton at all, then why do it in
these instances? If, on the other hand, it was
right to let it be seen in these cases, then why not
in all? With the exceptions explained, however,
it remains true to say, that in our public versions
the one especial Name of God is suppressed,
wholly concealed from the listening ear, almost
as completely hidden from the hastening or
uncritical eye.
So, my answer to the question Why is the
Tetragrammaton not found in the New
Testament? is this: The question is naive. It is
asked by someone who is unaware of the
historical tampering that has occurred in the
Scriptures with the deliberate intent to obscure
the Sacred Names, Yahweh and Yahshua. Those
who have deleted them from the Old Testament
would surely work feverishly to delete them
from the New Testament; and they have
succeeded. Nevertheless, let us look at a couple

In the eighth Chapter of John, the Jews accuse
Jesus of having a devil after He tells them that
they are not of God.
Now we know thou hast a devil. Abraham is
dead, and the prophets; and thou sayest, If a man
keep my saying, he shall never taste of death.
Art thou greater than our father Abraham, which
is dead? [These comments prove that the
Pharisees do not believe in Eternal Life.] And
the prophets are dead: whom makest thou
thyself? Jesus answered, If I honour myself, my
honour is nothing: it is my Father that honoureth
me; of whom ye say, that he is your god; Yet ye
have not known Him; but I know Him: and if I
should say I know Him not, I shall be a liar like
unto you: but I know Him and keep His saying.
Your father Abraham rejoiced to see my day:
and he saw it, and was glad. Then said the Jews
to Him, Thou art not yet fifty years old, and hast
thou seen Abraham? [These Jews here display
an utter lack of spiritual consciousness, implying
that the only way He could possibly have known
Abraham is to have been in the flesh for
hundreds of years!] Jesus said unto them, Verily,
verily, I say unto you, Before Abraham was, I
AM. John 8:52-58.
Here, with the expression, I AM, Yahshua is
declaring His eternity. Since He is one with the
Father, He is life everlasting. That quality is, of
course, part of the meaning of I AM THAT I
AM. I AM the eternally self-creating Being. Or,
as Jesus puts it in the book of Revelation: I AM
Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the end.
At Matthew, Chapter 22, Yahshua asks, Have
you not read that...
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I AM [capitalization in the text] the god of
Abraham, and the God of Isaac, and the God of
Jacob? God is not the god of the dead, but of
the living. Verse 32.
Again, Yahshua is quite literally expressing His
Oneness with the Father, Yahweh, and His own
eternity. This eternal life, by the way, is
available to all of us who keep His sayings. Most
others don’t take His sayings very seriously.
Of the numerous instances in which the word
Lord’ is used in the New Testament, you will
note that many of them are written in ALL
CAPS: LORD. Examples are Matt. 3:4; 3:10
and 23:39. This is the Tetragrammaton staring
you right in the face, if you have eyes to see, but
well disguised, as Joseph Rotherham so
eloquently expressed above. Because of the
failure of both the House of Judah and the House
of Israel to obey Yah’s Law, the use of His Name
gradually fell into disuse because of their
reprobate status. This means that they were
ashamed to use the Sacred Name because they
had used it so often in vain, not that the Sacred
Name was too holy to be pronounced!

the Roman Empire
placed the Idumean
Jew, Herod, over
the nation of Judea
and the House of
Judah. Since these
Judahites of the
House of Judah
knew that they
were surrounded by
Edomite Jews of
either half-breed
(like many of the Pharisees) or non-Judahite
stock (such as Herod and his allies), they were
careful not to use the Sacred Name in front of
these heathen.
Give not that which is holy unto the dogs, neither
cast ye your pearls before swine. Lest they
trample them under their feet, and turn again
and rend you.” (Matt. 7:6.)

This is also why Yahshua spoke in parables, so
that the Jews would not be able to understand
what He was saying to True Israel. The Jews,
as allies of the Romans against the Judahites,
were seeking every opportunity to condemn
Not for your sakes do I this, saith Yahweh God, Jesus for His speech. The language of the day
be it known unto you; be ashamed and was Aramaic; and Aramaic was a dialect of
confounded for your own ways, O house of Hebrew. So, when Jesus said “Lord, Lord,” He
Israel. Ezek. 36:32.
wasn’t saying “Baal, Baal.” You can bet He was
saying “Yahweh, Yahweh.”
If thou wilt not hearken unto the voice of Yahweh
thy God, to observe to do all His commandments Understand that the Jews have been working for
and His statutes which I command thee this day, the last 2,000 years to keep us from reuniting
that all these curses shall come upon thee and with our Father, Yahweh. They have also been
overtake thee. Deut. 28:15. Indeed, our world working feverishly to separate us from Jesus
is coming apart at the seams. Paris, its suburbs, Christ through their diabolical religion called
and other towns in France and Europe are “Judeo-Christianity,” which is nothing more than
burning as I write (November 6, 2005) because an attempt to substitute Judaism for Christianity.
we have refused to obey His Commandment not They have reinstituted this Pharisaic tyranny
to mix our seed with other races! Now, we are today, for you cannot criticize their breed or their
reaping the result. Tsunamis, hurricanes, religion, or their hoaxacaust, without being
earthquakes, and plagues are all around us and threatened with imprisonment. When it comes
we do not see the connection between these to “freedom of speech,” the Jews are
judgments and our rebellion against His Law.
consummate hypocrites. They can criticize and
malign Christians and Germans with impunity,
We have to remember that in biblical times, but no one can criticize them, “for fear of the
people of all races had a much stronger racial Jews.” During Christmastime, you can say
and tribal awareness and loyalty. Even as late “Happy Holidays,” but it is becoming more and
as the 1950's, race-mixing was still taboo even more “incorrect” to say “Merry Christmas”!
here in America. The Judahites of the land of
Judah were keenly aware of the racial differences There is only one solution to this crisis: White
between themselves and the non-Israelite Christendom must return to their God, Yahweh.
Edomites who had taken over their nation when
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Masoretes
did
by
substituting
‘Yahweh’
with ‘Lord’
(Baal).

Conclusion

In spite of all the evidence presented here, I do
not demand that you all start chanting Yahshua,
Yahshua, Yahshua instead of
JAYSUS,
JAYSUS, JAYSUS, as some of the priests of
Preachianity like to pronounce it. This is an
extremely personal decision. It requires a great
As reported
amount of introspection and humility to
above, the
overcome one’s upbringing and make a Book of Revelation tells us this about those
fundamental change in one’s thinking.
servants who are given admission to the
Wedding Feast of the Lamb and to the New
If, for you, the name Jesus conveys the idea Jerusalem:
Yahweh is Salvation, then who am I to say that
you should make such a change? The fact is that And they shall see His face; and His Name shall
I routinely still use the name Jesus affectionately. be in their foreheads. (Rev. 22:4.)
But at the same time I understand the value and
meaning of the name Yahshua. Given the There is also this remarkable prophecy contained
multitude of meanings and the nuances of God’s the Book of Zechariah (13:6):
personality, only the name Yahweh is
meaningful to me where the Father is concerned. They shall call upon my name, and I will hear
I only use the word God’ when I am talking them. I will say it is my people, and they shall
about the office that He holds. In my prayers to say Yahweh is my God.
Him and in my communications with Identity
believers, only Yahweh’ means anything to me. The Christian Identity Movement is fulfilling
When I communicate with those who are not this prophecy at this very moment.
familiar with Yahweh’ and Yahshua,’ I do not
press the issue. I humble myself and speak their We have been brainwashed and conditioned by
language so that I can be understood by them. Jews and Judeo-Christians to reject the Sacred
Name. This is all the more reason to accept it.
As I have tried to show, our use of Lord’ and Do not be ashamed to use it.
Jesus’ are conventions that require deeper
The end OS16580
scrutiny. We should not reject the original
Hebrew names merely because we have been
brought up in a different tradition. The fact is
that the Hebrew language is part of our
heritage. That does not mean that we all have
to start learning Hebrew again. It does mean that
League Enterprises
we should be aware of the deeper significance
49, Lodge Lane
of certain Hebrew words which have been
inadequately translated into English.
Grays
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We have fallen victim to the false prophets of
Judaism and Judeo-Christianity. Jeremiah
23:25-27 gives us this meaningful prophecy:
“I have heard what the prophets said, that
prophesy lies in my name, saying, I have
dreamed, I have dreamed. How long shall this
be in the heart of the prophets that prophesy
lies? Yea, they are the prophets of the deceit of
their own heart: Which think to cause my people
to forget my name by their dreams which they
tell every man to his neighbour, as their fathers
have forgotten my name for Baal.” -- just as the
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Harold Stough Notes
City of London’s Lord Mayor as
Monarch
(Cutting From: the Illustrated London
News for 9 November 1844)

Above: The Right Hon. the Lord
Mayor, attended by his Esquires, the
Sword and Mace Bearers

of the time when the Lords occupied the upper
end of the chamber of Parliament, and the
Commons humbly stood below. The Aldermen
are types of the Barons; the Common Council of
the Commons; while in the livery-men of the
companies, who have the privilege. Above their
brother freemen, of electing the civic
functionaries, we have a type of the
constituencies of Britain. We may see, too, a
miniature of the judges of the land, in the
attendant Recorder and Common Sergeant;
while the Sheriffs, Under-Sheriffs, Town Clerk,
Remembrancer,
Pleaders,
Secondaries,
Attornies, Auditors, Wardens Clerks, Officers
of the Lord Mayor's Household, City Marshals,
and the host of minor functionaries, who pour in
among the crowd, give the ceremony an
imposing air of grandeur.

O

N the 8th of November, the
multitudinous
members
and
representatives of these venerable
fraternities, each one arrayed in the garments of
his tribe, assemble at a "court of hustings" to
receive from the old Lord Mayor a resignation
of his office, and to tender the oaths to the new
one, on his acceptance of the vacant chair. The
scene presents us with a model of the entire
frame work of the British empire, as represented
by Sovereign, Lords, Commons, and all classes
of people. The wards of London send their
twenty-six Aldermen and 240 Common
Councilmen to gaze on the transmigration of the
Lord Major. The state that surrounds the
Corporation is a type of the state that surrounds
the Monarchy. In the annual election of the
"King of the City," we have a memorial of the
time when the king of the land was elective. In
the meeting of the Corporation within Guild hall,
we see a shadow — and a magnificent shadow
— of the time when the entire commonalty [sic]
met and acted together; yes, we have a memorial

The Right Hon. the Lord Mayor's Banquet
The last hour of the Lord Mayor's reign
approaches; but the Lord Mayor never dies —
his spirit is immortal. Two chairs — a small and
a large one — are therefore placed (see our
engraving), that, in the presence of the
representatives of the eighty-one existing guilds
of London, the transformation may be seen, and
the Corporation be proved to live for ever. But,
before this important act takes place, a more
important one is transacted — the Lord Mayor
elect is sworn. This is a ceremony of high
religious import. Low, on his knees, before a
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table covered with the City Charters, and other
formal documents, his hands placed on the
Gospels, he is devoutly pledged to "keep faith
and a good conscience" in the maintenance of
his state and dignity.

insignia of office, and start up official beings.
Such is the initial act of the new Lord Mayor;
"now is Mortimer lord of the city." The Ex-Lord
Mayor, seated on a low chair, denuded of the
collar of S, the jewels, and all the outward and
visible signs of supreme power, then receives the
congratulations of the company, and, after him,
the new Lord Mayor, in like manner, the same.

II. — The Show — Men in Armour

Ceremony of Inducting the New Lord
Mayor into His Office. 1844
This done, the departing Mayor exchanges seats
with him; and, lo! the power of the Lord Mayor
has passed from one body to another! Swordbearer, Mace-bearer, Purse-bearer, advance with
threefold obeisance, and lay their emblems of
office on the table. They retire, and stand among
the crowd, sunk to the level of common
humanity. But the new Lord Mayor speak; it is
the voice of law — it is the command of
authority. Sword-bearer, Mace-bearer, Pursebearer, advance once more; they resume their

The show, as arranged by the Lord Mayor and
Sheriffs' Committee, is a poor one. A different
result might have been expected, as the Lord
Mayor belongs to the wealthy Fishmongers, and
is reputed to have made a great deal of money
by his civic connections. Be that as it may, the
men in armour are always interesting, and they
are to ride in the show. We have, therefore, by
permission of the Board of Ordnance, had a
series of careful sketches made of the steel suits,
shields, swords, &c., which are kept in the
Tower; and these we have grouped together in
the way in which they are exhibited to the public
in the procession. For the Man in Brass we are
indebted to Mr. Marriott, of Fleet Street, in
whose custody as the head and representative of
the Braziers of London, he is ordinarily kept.
The End OS21566

Discernment
John Trotter - Winmalee Australia

F

OLLOWING are some verses that
reflect the theme of this article: 1 Kings
3:1-14 ; Jeremiah 4:22; Amos 5:14-15;
MalachI 3:16-18; I Corinthians 2:14-16 , 12:10;
2 Timothy 3:15-17; Hebrews 4:12, 5:13-14.
One of my dictionaries defines the word
“discern” as, “to perceive, detect, discriminate,
to perceive differences, make distinctions, from
Latin “discernere” that is: to separate by sifting”.
The above definition is very interesting as the
opposite is happening today. We are urged to
come together, be more ecumenical, to unify, we
are not to discriminate, we are expected to see
the world as one and the authorities through the
education system are teaching the children to see
ourselves as part of the human race and that there
are no great differences. The definition of
discernment is being discouraged and yet we are
being told that by being free with our thoughts
we can steer our own destiny. It is no wonder

that the youth of today are turning to the gods of
man’s imagination.
The socialist/humanist does not accept the words
of Jeremiah 17:9 which says: “The heart is
deceitful, above all things and desperately
wicked: who can know it?” The result of the evil
heart is expressed in Genesis 6:5 which says:
“And God saw that the wickedness of man was
great in the earth, and that every imagination of
the thoughts of his heart was only, evil
continually” . The Septuagint says: “everyone in
his heart was intently brooding over evil
continually”.
Despite the humanist viewpoint it is true that
much generosity and kindness is done for
mankind, even by many who are not followers
of Christ. It is my view that the majority of
goodness in the world has got to be expressed
within the context of taking the fruit from the
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“tree of knowledge
of GOOD AND
EVIL”. This was
the tree that Adam
and Eve were not
to
eat
from
(Genesis 3:2-3) but
there was the tree
of Life from which
they could partake.
Understanding the
meaning of these 2 trees would help us to discern
the difference between good and evil. Satan has
duplicated God’s plan so well that good and evil
can appear the same. He has his ministers of
righteousness who can appear as angels of light
(2 Corinthians 11:13-15). Strong meat is
required to discern between good and evil
(Hebrews 5:14).
For those in their 60’s or more can see that a
deterioration in society has resulted in a world
where the sowing of our seed is leaving bad fruit.
In so many areas of daily life we can see
changes; once you could leave your back door
open and not be concerned and generally there
was respect for those in authority. Children were
raised in families where the boundaries were set
by responsible parents. The courts today are full
of cases where people have neither respect for
themselves or for others. Nevertheless our
leaders are telling us that the future is looking
good and that any concern for the future is only
a false perception that has no grounds. There is
nothing new under the sun as shown in 2
Timothy 3:1-7. To understand why change has
occurred you need discernment.
Because the tendency is to fuse ideas and beliefs
we have confused the masses. It is interesting
that the word Babylon means confusion but one
day it will fall (Revelation 14:8 ).This confusion
is going to get worse as the nations of the world
try to achieve the impossible, namely order out
of planned chaos. The differences between right
and wrong has become clouded (Isaiah 5:20 21). There are many reasons given for the many
issues that are confronting society, with the
expectation that governments will fix the
problems. We are clutching at straws when we
blame socio-economic surroundings, body
genes, race, cultural upbringing, religious beliefs
and lack of education. Even though the above
might have some impact on how we turn out we
are missing one vital explanation and that is the

definition of sin which is the “transgression of
the law” (1 John 3:4). Jeremiah 4:22 says “For
my people is foolish, they have not known me;
they are sottish (stupid) children and they have
no understanding: they are wise to do evil, but
to do good they have no knowledge”.
As the leaders of the world redefine the Ten
Commandments the great sin today has become
that of separation out of the world. The
discerning mind will result in some taking
deliberate steps to remove themselves from the
world that hated Christ and His followers (John
15:19). As time goes on there will be great
pressure to conform even from within the family.
It is by stepping out and seeing the forest instead
of the trees that will allow you to discern with
more understanding, the error of man’s ways.
The reference to sifting in the above definition
is most interesting. Over many years I have used
the sieve in my garden to remove small rocks.
The smaller the sieve holes the more refined is
the separation process. Separation is a theme that
stretches from Genesis to Revelation. It is only
by separating the tin from the dross that we will
be purged. (Isaiah 1:25). The dross is the rubbish
or refuse. Once we have been separated we can
discern more clearly. It is interesting that the feet
of Daniel’s image is a mixture of clay and iron.
The makeup of the feet is weak in comparison
to the other metals in the image. It is at the feet,
that the Kingdom, that is made without hands,
strikes and destroys the whole image (Daniel
2:34).
It is my view that the image from head to toes is
represented in today’s Western Society. Having
read a number of books on the subject of ancient
religions I have come to the conclusion, that the
basis of these religions are reflected in some
form in today’s Western Society. Rather than
living in an atheistic society we are living in the
most religious period of human history. Rather
than worshiping the one true God we like the
Greeks have put in His place countless gods that
reflect the imagination of man. The occult or
pagan religions are very attractive to a world that
cannot separate good from evil.
Unless you come out of this confusion of beliefs
you will be unable to discern. “Come out from
amongst them and be ye separate, Saith the Lord,
and touch not the unclean thing and I will receive
you”( 2 Corinthians 6:17). The context of this
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verse is better understood if you refer back to
verse 15 where it says, “What concord hath
Christ with Belial?”. The battle is truly spiritual.
The economic, financial and political features of
Western Society, are merely the walkways of
spiritual evil.
It is by separating, that you can clearly judge.
The line has been drawn in the sand. Luke 11:23
says, “He that is not with me is against me and
he that gathered not with me, scattereth”. The
first few verses of Jeremiah 23 is worthy to read.
Read the previous verses to show the context of
Luke 11:23. It is similar to 2 Corinthians 6:17.
Luke 11:17-18 refers to Beelzebub and the
kingdom divided against itself.

Discernment is a gift like that of faith. It does
not come easy, for we have to study the word of
God (2 Timothy 3:15-17). Studying history is
essential , for then we will understand not only
how and why the tares entered the Kingdom (
Matthew 13) but why we have not sought first
the Kingdom of God and His Righteousness
(Matthew 6:33). May we ask God for courage to
discern between GOOD AND EVIL and to be
in the world but not of it. By following the words
of Amos 5:14, 15 God will be gracious unto the
remnant of Joseph.
The End OS21555

The Mistaken J
Yahwey’s Assembly In Yahsuha

O

F T E N
heard in
t h e
churches of our
land is the refrain
sung about the
Saviour, “There’s
something about
that name…” In
our
Englishspeaking world we
have been taught
that the saving
name
of
the
Redeemer of Israel
is “Jesus.” So
accepted is this
name that few stop
to consider its authenticity.
But the truth is, there is indeed “something about
that Name.” That “something” is the inescapable
fact that the Savior’s name is not Jesus, and never
was. What’s more, the Name of the Heavenly
Father is not Jehovah, a designation that is only
five centuries old.
Churchianity has so thoroughly immersed the
world in the error of this tradition for the past 500
years that few even think to research the matter
or to consider the consequences of calling on the
wrong name. As a result, most continue believing
that the Hebrew Savior is called by a Latinized
Greek name that could not possibly have existed

at the time He walked the earth. It’s a name that
would have been completely foreign to Him.
Eminent French historian, scholar, and
archaeologist Ernest Renan acknowledges that
the Savior was never in His lifetime called
“Jesus.” In his book, The Life of Jesus, Renan
doubts that the Savior even spoke Greek (p.90).
Greek was mostly the language of business and
commerce in cosmopolitan circles.
As for the Father’s Name, the hybrid “Jehovah”
came into existence through the ignorance of
Christian writers who did not understand the Old
Testament Hebrew. Credit for the error is given
to Petrus Galatinus, confessor to Pope Leo X in
the 16th century.
Modern scholarship recognizes “Yahshua” as
the best rendition for the Name of the Savior,
while “Yahweh” is the closest transliteration for
the Name of the Creator as found in ancient
Scriptural manuscripts. In returning as nearly as
we can to the Bibles’ original language and
meaning, we come to a deeper and more accurate
understanding of the truths contained within it.
As we will learn, the Father and Son’s revealed,
personal Names are the foundation on which
other vital, salvation truths rest. It was not
without reason that Yahweh established the
foundation of the Ten Commandments with the
clear declaration of His sacred Name: “I,
Yahweh, am your Elohim…” Exodus 20:2. Our
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Savior, as well, opened His Model Prayer with With a sense of gravity of the sacred Name, let’s
examine why any substitute name employing the
the words, “hallowed be Thy Name.”
letter J is erroneous on its face. We will look at
Yahweh devoted the Third Commandment to the facts and the overwhelming evidence and
warn of the sin of taking His Name in vain (a carefully evaluate our findings, using numerous
meaning that includes bringing His Name to sources revealing the truth. Much of the
uselessness, as has been done for centuries), information we cite here is readily available in
Exodus 20:2, 7. Our Redeemer’s Name is your public library, or found in references you
critically important as well, or else our Creator may even have at home. We urge you to look
would not have inspired the writer of Acts to into this important issue and prove it for
proclaim, “Neither is there salvation in any yourself.
other. For there is none other name under
heaven, given among men whereby we must be
The ‘J’: A Letter Come Lately
saved,” Acts 4:12.
Among the many reasons that both “Jesus” and
Back to the Basic Truths of the Bible
“Jehovah” are erroneous is the simple fact that
they begin with the letter J, the most recent letter
It should be evident to anyone that through time added to our English alphabet. The Savior’s
and tradition, observances change, are added to, name could not begin with the letter J because
and also lose some of what they first had. This it did not exist when He was born –not even a
is especially true of the worship originally thousand years later! All good dictionaries and
practiced in the Bible. Our primary goal as True encyclopaedias show that the letter J and its
Worshipers should be to return to fundamental sound are of late origin.
truths, like His true Name, once known and
taught by the early Assembly but that have been A chart on both the Hebrew and Greek alphabet
neglected or ignored through the centuries. is found on page 48 in this booklet. Take special
Shouldn’t this be the desire of every sincere note that there is no letter equivalent to J in either
Bible believer—to worship in ALL truth? Why Hebrew or Greek even today. Here are what
go only halfway, or put another way, why major references tell us about the J and its
continue worshiping partly in error?
development:
Jude 3 speaks directly to us: “Beloved, when I
gave all diligence to write unto you of the
common salvation, it was needful for me to write
unto you, and exhort you that you should
earnestly contend for the faith which was once
delivered unto the saints.” This original faith as
practiced in the early New Testament Assembly
is being restored now, just before the Savior
Yahshua returns to earth. Acts 3:21 say the
heaven must receive the Savior until the time of
restitution of all things. “Restitution” is the
Greek apokatastasis and means re-establish from
a state of ruin (Write for the explanatory
ministudy, This Is the EliYah Message.)

The Encyclopaedia
Americana contains
the following on the
J:
“The form of J was
unknown in any
alphabet until the 14th
century.
Either
symbol (J, I) used
initially generally
had the consonantal
sound of Y as in year.
Gradually, the two
symbols (J, I) were differentiated, the J usually
acquiring consonantal force and thus becoming
regarded as a consonant, and the I becoming a
vowel. It was not until 1630 that the
differentiation became general in England.”

Foundational to this original truth being restored
by Yahweh’s Assembly in Yahshua is the
identity of the One we worship. Nothing in
existence is more holy than the Father and His
personal, revealed Name Yahweh. Paul wrote
that Yahweh has given His Son a Name that is The New Book of Knowledge reads:
above every name, Philippians 2:9. The prophet
Malachi tells us that if we will not give glory “J, the tenth letter of the English alphabet, is the
unto Yahweh’s Name that He would send a curse youngest of the 26 letters. It is a descendant of
upon us (2:2).
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the letter I and was not generally considered a
separate letter until the 17th century. The early
history of the letter J is the same as the history
of the letter I. I is a descendant of the ancient
Phoenician and Hebrew letter yod and the Greek
letter iota” (Vol. 10, 1992 ed.).
The Random House Dictionary of the English
Language says about the J:
“The tenth letter of the English alphabet
developed as a variant form of I in Medieval
Latin, and except for the preference for the J as
an initial letter, the two were used
interchangeably, both serving to represent the
vowel (i) and the consonant (y). Later, through
specialization, it came to be distinguished as a
separate sign, acquiring its present phonetic
value under the influence of the French.”
The Encyclopaedia Britannica, 11th Edition,
under “J,” offers additional information:

“J, a letter of the alphabet which, as far as form
is concerned, is only a modification of the Latin
I and dates back with a separate value only to
the 15th century. It was first used as a special
form of initial I, the ordinary form being kept
for use in other positions. As, however, in many
cases initial i had the consonantal value of the
English y in iugum (yoke), &c., the symbol came
to be used for the value of y, a value which it still
retains in German: Ja! Jung, & c. Initially it is
pronounced in English as an affricate dzh. The
great majority of English words beginning with
j are of foreign (mostly French) origin, as
‘jaundice,’ ‘judge’”…(p.103).

English script and has been inserted in the
alphabet after I, from which it was developed,
just as V and W follow U, the letter from which
they arose. In form, J was originally merely a
variation of I; J appeared first in Roman times,
when it was used sometimes to indicate the long
i vowel sound, but was often used
interchangeably with I. The Romans pronounced
I as a vowel in some words, such as iter, and as
a semi-vowel in others, for example, iuvenis,
spelled presently juvenis. The only difference in
spelling, however, was the occasional use of
double i for the y sound for example, in maiior,
spelled presently major. In the Middle Ages the
elongated form (j) was used as an ornamental
device, most often initially and in numeral series;
many old French manuscripts indicate the
numeral 4 by the letter sequence iiij. The use of
j as an initial led ultimately to its specialized use
to indicate both the old semi-vowel sound y,
found in German, and the new palatal consonant
sounds (z) and (dz), found in French, Spanish
and English. Not until the middle of the 17th
century did this usage become universal in
English books; in the King James Bible of 1611,
for example, the words Jesus and judge are
invariably Iesus and iudge. Long after the
invention of printing, j thus became more than
a mere calligraphic variation of i (which in Latin
could be either vowel or semi-vowel), and, j
became restricted to a consonantal function.
“In English, j has the composite sound of d + zh,
as in journal. In French, on the other hand, the
zh sound alone is given the letter, as in jour;
German has retained the original y sound of the
Latin i consonant, as in jahr; and Spanish has
introduced a new sound resembling a guttural
ch, as in Jerez. In Middle English, before the
differentiation of i and j, the combination gi was
sometimes used to represent the dzh sounds,
such as in Giew for Jew, and in modern times
the soft g is used for the same sound, as in
general…”
Webster’s New Universal Unabridged
Dictionary confirms how the J developed from
the I and became a consonant only a few
centuries ago:

Funk and Wagnall’s Encyclopaedia (1979 “J, j (ja), n. 1. The tenth letter of the English
edition), volume 14, page 94 under “J,” states: alphabet: formerly a variant of I, i, in the
seventeenth century it became established as a
“J, the tenth letter and seventh consonant in the consonant only, as in Julius, originally spelled
English alphabet. It is the latest addition to the Iulius.”
( Page 18 )

The letter J was often used instead of the letter
I, especially at the beginning of a word. This
became common in the 1600's (World Book
Encyclopaedia, Vol. 2, 1995 ed). Medieval
scribes added a tail to the second I when two I’s
appeared together. Because a beginning I almost
always has a consonant sound, the long form, J,
came to be used generally for the consonant
sound of the letter (New Book of Knowledge).

gave the letter J the present sound of the soft
letter g as in “large” or “purge.” In Latin,
German, and other languages the J is
pronounced more like Y with an “ee” sound. The
Spanish J is more like an aspirant as in San Jose.
Some old European maps still show the spelling
of countries like Jugoslavia (Yugoslavia) or
Sowjet (Soviet) Russia. It is only in the last
century that the letter J has firmly taken on the
French pronunciation as in joy or journal.
It became necessary to distinguish between the Webster’s Universal Dictionary (1936)
J and the I when the dictionary came into being. reinforces the fact of the early relationship of the
In the seventeenth century, the dictionary’s letter J to I:
appearance forced a consistent spelling. Using
either I or J became mandatory to ensure proper “As a character it was formerly used
alphabetical positioning. Owing to this close interchangeably with ‘I,’ both letters having
kinship with I, J was inserted immediately originally the same sound and after the ‘J’ sound
following I in our English alphabet.
came to be common in English, it was often
written where this sound must have been
Note the substantiating comments on the J from pronounced. The separation of these two letters
the Encyclopaedia Americana:
is of comparatively recent date, being brought
about through the influence of the Dutch
“It is one of the few permanent additions to those printers.”
alphabets, made in medieval or modern times.
More exactly, it was not an addition, but a
First Letter of the Sacred Name is Y
differentiation from an existing letter, I, which
in Latin, besides being a vowel (as in index), had As we have shown, the J came from the letter I.
also the consonantal value of ‘Y’ (as in maior,
pronounced ‘mayor’).
The New Book of
Knowledge
“At a later state, the symbol ‘J’ was used for the
shows the letter I
distinctive purposes, particularly when the ‘I’
(hence the J as
had to be written initially (or in conjunction with
well)
derived
another ‘I’). Either symbol used initially
from the Hebrew
generally had the consonantal sound of ‘Y’ (as
yothe (y), which
in Year) so that the Latin pronunciation of either
is the first letter of
Ianuarius or Januarius was as though the spelling
Yahweh’s Name
was ‘Yanuarius.’ While in some words of
(hwhy, YHWH,
Hebrew and other origin (such as Hallelujah or known as the Tetragrammaton or “four letters”;
Junker), ‘J’ has the phonetic value of ‘Y.’”
Hebrew is read from right to left). It is also the
first letter of Yahshua’s Name. The letter I (yothe
We discover, then, that the letter J derived from or yod) in Hebrew carries the sound of “ee” as
the vowel letter I and originally had the same in “police.”
sound as the vowel I. That is why the lower case
j still has a dot over it. The letter I represents the The King James Version and other Bibles
Greek iota (I), which usually corresponds to the employ the Latinized-Greek “Jesus.” But the
Hebrew yothe (Y as in yes). The letter J has a Y facts of etymology prove that this cannot be His
sound (as in “hallelujah”) in Latin, German, and true name. If the King James and other Bibles
Scandinavian languages. In Spanish, J is an are in error in calling the Savior “Jesus,” how
did the error come about? And how can we
aspirate, having the sound of H.
determine exactly what that precious Name is?
The J was first pronounced as the I at the time
The fact is, the first copies of the 1611 King
of the introduction of the printing press. Dutch James Bible did not use the letter J (see
printers fostered utilizing the J, especially at the production at top). And no evidence is found to
beginning of a word. The letter J eventually show that the letter I had the consonantal sound
acquired its own sound. It was the French who
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of J. This has been shown in the New Funk and In his book, Story of the Letters and Figures,
Wagnall’s Encyclopaedia:
Hubert M. Skinner provides an excellent
summation of the discordant transformation
th
“Not until the middle of the 17 century did this inflicted on the Saviour’s Name:
usage become universal in English books; in the
King James Bible of 1611 for example, the “In some way, various modern peoples who
words Jesus and judge are invariably Iesus and received the J from the Romans have lost the
original sound, and have substituted something
iudge.”
very different. We retain the former sound in our
word ‘hallelujah,’ but we generally give the
Oscar Ogg’s books, The 26 letter the disagreeable soft sound of G. Yod is
Letters, which gives a the initial of the name Jesus. It is unfortunate that
history of each letter of the a name so dear and so sacred is pronounced in a
English alphabet, explains manner so different from that of the original
how the J, along with the U word. The latter sounded very much as if it were
and W, were the last to be Yashoo-ah, and was agreeable to the ear. Our
added to the alphabet:
sounds of J and hard S are the most disagreeable
in our language, and they are both found in our
“The three missing letters, pronunciation of this short name, although they
J, U and W, were not used did not exist in its original,” pp. 122-123.
by the Romans at all. U and W developed from
V about a thousand years ago, and J developed ‘Jesus’: A Word Out of Place and Time
from the letter I about five hundred years ago,”
p. 106.
The Bible clearly reveals that salvation is
available in only one name: “Neither is there
As already confirmed, most of our American salvation in any other: for there is none other
vocabulary employing the letter J stems from Name under heaven given among men, whereby
the French. Nearly all words containing the letter we must be saved” (Acts 4:12). The name the
J in English are pronounced as in French, such angel gave to Hebrew-speaking Mary and Joseph
as journal or major, although French has a was Yahshua, meaning “Salvation of Yah.”
considerably softer pronunciation of J than
English. In Spanish the J is more of an h aspirate This original Name has been made a hybrid by
as in “San Jose.”
translators and changed to the Latinised,
Grecianized name Jesus – a name that came into
After development of the letter J, the Saviour’s our language about the time of Christopher
Name was changed by the translators to Jesus, Columbus. (For a detailed explanation, request
but continued to be pronounced much like the the revealing mini study, How the Savior’s
letter Y. However, the pronunciation of the J Name Was Changed.)
soon changed completely from its former “yee”
sound to our present “juh” through French The following Biblical study references clearly
influence.
explain that “Jesus,” used in place of the Savior’s
true Name Yahshua, is erroneous. (Some of these
In Latin the J was pronounced as a Y. Even references correctly show the Y or I superior to
today, the German tongue, among others, the Mistaken J.)
pronounces the J like a Y (July – Yulee; Ja = Ya;
Major in German is pronounced as “mayor;” Cyclopedia of Biblical, Theological, and
June is “Yunee”). Note the comments of author Ecclesiastical Literature: “Import of the Name.
F.F. Bruce in his The Books and the –There can be no doubt that Jesus is the Greek
Parchments: “In the English Bible, Hebrew form of a Hebrew name…Its original and full
proper names with yod are represented with j, form is Jehoshua (Num. 13:16). By contraction
which in modern English has quite a different it became Joshua, or Jeshua; and when
sound from y. Thus ‘Jehovah-jireh’ would have transferred into Greek, by taking the termination
been pronounced in Hebrew something like characteristics of that language, it assumed the
Yahweh yeereh” (footnote, p. 40).
form Jesus” (vol. 4, pp. 873-874).
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The Anchor Bible
Dictionary: “Jesus [Gk.
Iesous]. Several persons
mentioned in the Bible
bear this name, which is
a Greek form of Joshua
(Heb. Yehosua; cf. the Gk
of Luke 3:29; Acts 7:45;
Heb. 4:8)…’Jesus Christ’
is a composite name made
up of the personal name ‘Jesus’ (from the Gk
Iesous, which transliterates Heb/Aram yesu(a),
a late form of Hebrew yehosua, the meaning of
which is ‘YHWH is salvation’ or ‘YHWH
saves/has saved’)…” (III, p. 773).

son of Mary, ‘for it is he that shall save his
people from their sins…It is the personal name
of the L-rd in the Gospels and in the Acts…’”
(Vol. 3, p.1626).
The Eerdmans Bible Dictionary: “The given
name Jesus means ‘saviour,’ it is the Greek
equivalent of Jeshua (Heb. Yesua, from yehosua
‘Yahweh saves’ [=Joshua]. Christ is the title,
indicating that he is the ‘anointed one,’ the
Messiah from Hebrew masiah).” …”Jeshua
(Heb. Yesua ‘Yahweh is salvation’)” (p.573).

The Bible Almanac: “The name Jesus (which
is identical with Joshua and means ‘God is
Savior’) emphasizes His role as the Savior of His
The Anchor Bible (note on Matthew 1:1): people (Mat. 1:21). Christ is the New Testament
“Jesus. The word is the Greek rendering of a equivalent of Messiah, a Hebrew word meaning
well-known Hebrew name. It was Yahoshu first, ‘anointed one’…” (p.522).
then by inner Hebrew phonetic change it became
Yoshua, and by a still northern dialectal shift, Holman Bible Dictionary: “Jesus Christ: Greek
Yeshua. The first element, Yahu (=Yahweh) form of Joshua and of title meaning ‘Yahweh is
means ‘the Lord,’ while the second comes from salvation’ and ‘the anointed one’ or ‘Messiah.’”
shua ‘To help, save.’ The most probable (p.775).
meaning is ‘O Lord, save.’” (Vol. 26, p.2)
New International Dictionary of the New
The New International Dictionary of The Testament Theology, “OT Iesous is the Gk.
Christian Church: “Jesus Christ, The Founder Form of the OT Hebrew name Yesua, arrived at
of Christianity bore ‘Jesus’ (the Greek form of by transcribing the Heb. And adding an –s to the
Joshua or Jeshua) as His personal name; ‘Christ’ nominative to facilitate declension. Yesua
(Gk. Christos, ‘anointed’) is the title given Him (Joshua) seems to have come into general use
about the time of the Babylonian exile in place
by His followers…” (p.531).
of the older Yehosua. The LXX rendered both
Mercer Dictionary of the Bible: “Jeshua: An the ancient and more recent forms of the name
Aramaic form of the name Joshua, meaning uniformly as Iesous. Joshua the son of Nun, who
‘Yahweh is salvation.’ It occurs only in according to the tradition was Moses’ successor
postexilic biblical literature, which supports the and completed his work in the occupation of the
later origin of the name. Joshua, the son of Nun, promised land by the tribes of Israel, appears
is referred to in one passage as Jeshua (Neh. under this name…It is the oldest name
containing the divine name Yahweh, and means
8:17)” (p.444).
‘Yahweh is help’ or ‘Yahweh is salvation’ (cf.
Newberry Reference Bible (on Matt. 1:24): the verb yasa, help save). Joshua also appears in
“Jesus, Heb. Joshua, or Jehoshua. Compare one post-exilic passage in the Heb. OT (Neh.
Num. 13:8, 16, where ‘Oshea,’ verse 8, 8:17) as Yesua the son of Nun, and not as in the
signifying ‘Salvation,’ is altered in v.16 to older texts, Yehosua” (Vol. 2, pp.330-331).
‘Jehoshua,’ ‘the Salvation of Jehovah,’ or
The Classic Bible Dictionary (Jay P. Green),
‘Jehovah the Saviour.’”
page 633, under Jesus: “Jesus is the Greek
The
International
Standard
Bible equivalent of the Hebrew ‘Joshua,’ meaning
Encyclopaedia: “Jesus (Iesous) is the Greek ‘Jehovah is salvation.’ It stands therefore in the
equivalent of the Hebrew ‘Joshua’ (ucwhy, LXX and Apocrypha for ‘Joshua,’ and in Acts
Yehoshua) meaning ‘Jehovah is salvation.’ It 7:45 and Heb. 4:8 likewise represents the OT
stands therefore in the LXX and Apoc for Joshua.”
‘Joshua,’ and in Acts 7:45 and Heb. 4:8 likewise
represents the OT ‘Joshua.’ In Mt. 1:21 the name Author Green also comments on the Greek word
is commanded by the angel to be given to the “Christ:” “Christ (Christos) is the Greek
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equivalent of the Hebrew Messiah, meaning 1:21). The name thus indicated the function
anointed.”
which was ascribed to Jesus, and this later found
expression in the title Saviour…” (p.584).
Thus we see that the Savior’s name as well as
the descriptive title “Messiah” have been Alford’s Greek Testament, An Exegetical and
undermined and appear in Greek in changed Critical Commentary: “Jesus –The same name
form. Our Savior has been stripped of His as Joshua, the former deliverer of Israel.”
Israelite roots.
Encyclopedic Dictionary of Religion: “Jesus
The SDA Bible Dictionary, page 565: “Jesus (The Name) –Matthew’s Gospel explains it as
Christ [Gr. Iesous] (a transliteration of the symbolic of His mission, ‘For He will save His
Aramaic Yeshua, from the Heb. Yehoshua, people from their sins.’ This agrees with its
‘Joshua,’ meaning ‘Yahweh is Salvation’), popular meaning as ‘Yahweh saves…’” p. 1886.
Christos (a translation of the Heb. Mashiach,
‘Messiah,’ meaning anointed or anointed One).] A Dictionary of the Bible, by James Hastings:
The English form ‘Jesus’ comes from the Latin.” “Jesus –the Greek form (Ihsous) of the name
Joshua (ucwhy) or Jeshua. Jeshua – Yahweh is
In Strange Facts About the Bible, author salvation or Yahweh is opulence” (pp.603-602).
Garrison notes on page 81: “In its English form, New International Dictionary of the Christian
‘Jesus’ goes back to church Latin Iesus which is Church: “Jesus Christ, The Founder of
a transliteration of the Greek Iesous. But in its Christianity bore ‘Jesus’ (the Greek form of
original Hebrew form it was Y’hoshua (‘Yahweh Joshua or Jeshua) as His personal name; ‘Christ’
saves’), frequently abbreviated to Joshua…”
(Gk. christos, ‘anointed’) is the title given Him
by His followers…” (p. 531).
Ian Wilson’s Jesus: The Evidence, says on page
66; “’Yeshua’, as Jesus would actually have been All of these authorities and scholars agree. His
addressed, means ‘God saves’, and is merely a name is not the Latinized Grecianized name
shortened form of the more old fashioned “Jesus,” but reflects His Hebrew heritage and the
‘Yehoshua (‘Joshua’ of the Old Testament).”
mission He was given to save His people through
the Name of the Heavenly Father Yahweh.
New Bible Dictionary (edited by J.D. Douglas)
reads under Jesus: “The name Jesus is not strictly So how did He end up with the name so many
a title for the person who bore it. It is, however, erroneously call on today?
a name with a meaning, being a Greek form of
‘Joshua’, i.e. ‘Yahweh is salvation’. The NT
To be Continued
writers were well aware of this meaning (Mt.

The Murder Of Edith Cavell
From Our Louisiana Correspondent

E

DITH CAVELL was a British nurse in
World War I who wrote in the April
15th issue of the Nursing Mirror of her
plan to bring the Great War to a speedy conclusion. She was executed under orders from William Wiseman the head of MI6 for North
America.
She had discovered that the British relief program to feed the Belgian widows and orphans
was a fraud used by the Rothschild interests to
prolong the war. They did not feed the Belgians.
The food was put on rail cars and sent across the
lines to feed the German soldiers. The relief
efforts were headed by the exceedingly despica
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General Eisenhower also participated in the
forced repatriation of up to 5 million Russian
POWs in what was known as Operation Keelhaul. Many of these people were killed the
instant American soldiers turned them over to
the Russians.
After the war there were claims made of a
Holocaust. A Red Cross official wrote a letter in
1944 to the US State Department saying that the
International Red Cross had access to all of
Hitler’s camps. They had informants on the
ble Herbert Hoover who profited from this eninside and were allowed to interview prisoners
terprise. He was a Rothschild business partner
freely. The Red Cross stated flatly there were no
in Rio Tinto Zinc. Hoover also organized the
gas chambers.
relief program to save the Russians from starvation under a fellow Rothschild associate, Joe I regret to inform you that there was no Holocaust.
Stalin.
Ferdinand Lundberg in America’s Sixty Families told us that an associate of JP Morgan went
around America in 1915 telling businessmen
that America could prolong the war in Europe
by promising to enter the war after the elections
of 1916. This would be wonderful thing to do
because it would bankrupt England and France
making America the world financial capital.
That the prolongation of the Great War killed
millions, made the Soviet revolution possible
which killed more than sixty million and set the
horrors of WW II in motion is of no consequence to men who think like bankers in terms
of human life.

Do you now understand what America has been
doing since WW I? Are you prepared to accept
what fate the Rothschild banking network has
planned for you?
A quick review of modern history.
The US government which had resisted evil
from time to time was taken over by a coup with
the assassination of President Kennedy in 1963.
He was assassinated on the anniversary of the
first meeting to create the privately owned Federal Reserve bank on November 22, 1910. It
was a clear message that America was not allowed to replace Federal Reserve Note with US
Treasury Banknotes as JFK had done with Executive Order 11110. This would have saved
U.S. taxpayers trillions of dollars in fraudulent
payments to the bankers. Israel also told the
U.S. that their nuclear weapons program was
not subject to American objections. And of
course there was the desire to get the United
States into the the Vietnam war so it would be
lost thus hastening the destruction of America.
Hint: That is why North Korea was given to
Stalin after the war. The bankers wanted to kill
Americans in the Korean War and run the country into the ground.

World War II was unavoidable. Admiral Canaris and General Beck sent two officers to London
in March of 1939 to negotiate a surrender which
included an arrest of Hitler. This was refused.
The Rothschilds said No to peace according to
Ambassador Joseph Kennedy. The bankers
needed Hitler to play the bad guy. Stalin would
have attacked Germany with 20 or 30 thousand
tanks even if Hitler had never been born. What
would the Germans have done if the Russians
had a line of 18,000 artillery firing rounds every
few seconds with 20,000 tanks in front and
10,000 planes overhead?
As I previously said, the Rothschild banking
The final secret of WW II might have been that network passed NAFTA (North American Free
the Allies killed more people after WW II was Trade Act) in 1994 so they could de-industrialover than Hitler ever did during the war in those ize America and send 50,000 manufacturing
concentration camps. General Eisenhower who plants overseas. The plan was to force the
was Jewish killed about one million Germans in American military to have supply lines 8,000
200 camps that were nothing more than open miles long on a dodgy credit card to China so
fields with no shelter, no food, no latrines and the United States would lose World War III.
no medicine. Many of these prisoners were On September 11, 2001 World Trade Centre
civilians ranging in age from 13 to 80.
Towers 1, 2 and 7. fell down at nearly free fall
speed. The North and South Towers were 110
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stories tall. There were 283 steel girder columns
in each tower. That means there were 110 X 2 X
283 or 62,260 points of contact between the
steel columns and the floors. All of these 62,260
points of contact melted in less than 2 seconds.
But none of the windows melted. Steel melts at
2,200 degrees Fahrenheit (1,204.44 Celsius)
and glass melts at 800 degrees Fahrenheit
(426.67 Celsius.) This is a controlled demolition
by definition.

The symbolism of 9-11 lies in the Jewish mysticism of the Kaballah. There are 10 levels and 22
paths connecting the ten levels which makes for
the 32 steps of Freemasonry to reach the 33rd or
highest level which is the Light Without Limit.
To go from level 9 to the 11th or God level on
purely human effort signifies an act of blasphemy to the religiously minded and extreme egotism to the atheist. In either event no one of
sound mind would follow men so insane beThe purpose of the 911 hoax was to benefit cause we clearly understand that theirs is a path
to certain destruction.
Israel as did the Holohoax of a previous era.
The Israel Rothschild Banking Crime family My Spanish speaking friends might note that the
wants to destroy the Christians and Muslims coup against Salvador Allende occurred on 9with a fratricidal war so they will rule the world. 11-1973.
Of course they will have to exterminate a few
billion people so it is easier for them to maintain
control. A very tight and ruthless control to far
exceed Stalin’s brutalities.

Now that you understand real history you know
what the men who think they own both you and
your government will do to you after they have
squeezed the last penny out of you and have no
It is no accident that George H. W. Bush made further use for you, your friends and your family.
his first public declaration of the New World
Order on 9-11-1990 11 years before his son
The End
presided over the 911 betrayal of America.

Resonance In The Bosnian Valley Of The Pyramids
Alex Putney

Archaeological and geophysical research on
monumental pyramids all over the globe have
informed a significant turning point in our
collective understanding of the great antiquity
of human civilization on this planet. Among the
many recent discoveries of buried pyramids in
several regions of the world, a few densely
populated European countries have yielded an
array of spectacular surprises.
Entire complexes of ancient Palaeolithic
monuments have been uncovered by recognition
of their highly geometric characteristics. A trio
of low angle synthetic sandstone pyramids have
been identified in Montevecchia, Italy in the
foothills of the Alps, while a larger complex of
six monumental stone structures with

interlinking tunnels was discovered by Dr. S.
Osmanagic in Bosnia’s Visoko Valley in 2005.
International recognition of the many
archaeological and geophysical studies
conducted in the Bosnian Valley of the Pyramids
has inspired hundreds of thousands of visitors to
tour the location, which has since become the
world’s largest concerted archaeological
excavation project. After initial denials by
archaeological authorities in government and
Egyptology circles, Dr. Osmanagic has very
convincingly uncovered and presented a
remarkable complex of artificial architectural
structures.
The most notable geometric features of the
Visoko Valley sacred site can be easily
appreciated from aerial surveys of the ancient
complex of resonant stone structures, each
having been shaped, façaded and terraced
according to a clear design plan that
accommodated the natural landscape. Previously
named Visocica Hill, it is now recognized as the
world’s largest pyramid, rising to 220m in height
at an angle of 45°. The site was immediately
recognized by Osmanagic for the exact
orientation of the three planar faces of the
pyramid to the cardinal directions. Designated
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as the Pyramid of the Sun, subsequent
discoveries have revealed a large complex of
monuments now known to including the
Pyramid of the Moon, Temple of the Earth,
Pyramid of Love, Pyramid of the Dragon and the
Vratnica Tumulus.
These massive ancient stone buildings
functioned collectively with each other and with
every other megalithic monumental site in the
world, precisely geo-positioned in alignment
with a distribution pattern defined by this author
during the same time period of the discovery of
the Visoko Valley complex. The Sanskrit
mandala represents this global resonance pattern
to which all sacred sites conform, identified in
previous research as the quadratic function [
zn+1 = zn2 ] corresponding to the spherical
projection of infrasound standing waves
transduced by the piezoelectric stones of
the Great Pyramid of Giza, Egypt.

fluctuating structure at harmonic intervals of 5.6
Hz above and below 7.83 Hz.
This special frequency threshold of 7.8 Hz
corresponds to alpha brainwave patterns
measurable by EEG and associated with
relaxation, healing, lucid visualization and the
threshold of dream states. The fundamental
infrasonic resonance of the world’s pyramid
network is presently anchored at 1.45 Hz, in the
range of the human heartbeat at the 233m
wavelength to which the Great Pyramid’s base
length was calibrated. A water cavitation pump
system, now inoperable, once drove the Great
Pyramid at 1.45 Hz.
Infrasound-induced ground fires ravaged the
town of Peschici, on Italy’s Gargano Peninsula
in July, 2007 (circled, above), having been
spontaneously ignited by standing waves
focused by the Great Pyramid:
The thing that surprised him, was to
acknowledge that… the flames seemed to gush
from the earth itself. Without warning, while
walking, you could see the smoke and
immediately after that, flames arising from the
ground. That’s it, out of nowhere. They managed
to fix the situation by running back and forth for
hours, with water buckets at hand, in order to put
out the mysterious fires that seemed to escape
from under the ground.
Peschici, Italy (41.95°N 16.01°E) is 1,182 miles
from the Great Pyramid, comprising 4.74% of
Earth’s mean circumference distance. Ultra-low
frequency observations can be easily made to
verify this conclusion, yet those scientific
authorities charged with investigating these
piezoelectric fires have not been able to resolve
the cause, totally unaware of imperceptible
dangers threatening many communities in
similar circumstances in Italy, especially Sicily,
and at hundreds
of other locations
worldwide.

The Bosnian Pyramid of the Sun (43.977°N
18.176°E) is 1,199 miles from the Great
Pyramid, comprising 4.82% or approximately
1/21 of the Earth’s mean circumference of
24,892 miles. This sacred distance interval also
corresponds to 1/4 of the 19.1% Fibonacci
distance from the Great Pyramid to the temples
of Angkor Wat (19.1 / 4 = 4.775). This
geospacial relationship enables acoustic
Another set of
resonance between these giant monuments,
clear patterns in
designed to transduce planetary infrasound at 33
the
local
discrete frequencies well below the audible range
distribution of
of
human
perception.
Infrasound
the
various
recordings were obtained by Professor P.
megalithic
Debertolis (>10 Hz limit), showing highest
monuments
of
the
Bosnian
Valley of the
intensity in the ultra-low frequencies. These
imperceptible frequencies proceed in a slightly Pyramids also confirms their calibration for
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efficient acoustic energy storing in the ultra-low
frequency range of the human heartbeat. The
440m base length of the Sun Pyramid and its
220m height endow the monument with a
fundamental resonant frequency of 1.5 Hz,
matching the resting heartbeat frequency for the
induction of tri-thalamic entrainment and
collective telepathic consciousness.
The distances between construction sites
selected for these psychoacoustic monuments
conform to integer multiples of this crucial 220m
heartbeat wavelength. For example, the Vratnica
Tumulus is 3,960m directly northeast of the Sun
Pyramid (above), a distance that is 18 times the
height of the Sun Pyramid (220 x 18 = 3,960).
In turn, the apex of the Sun Pyramid is 2,200m
from the apex of the Pyramid of the Dragon
(below), or 10 times the chosen resonant
wavelength (220 x 10 = 2,200).
Continuing this distinct heartbeat wavelength
dispersal pattern, the apex of the Pyramid of
Love was constructed 440m from the apex of the
Pyramid of the Sun, or twice the chosen 220m
wavelength. The apex of the Pyramid of Love is
1,320m from the apex of the Temple of the
Earth, a distance that comprises 6 times the
chosen wavelength (220 x 6 = 1,320). In
addition, the central axis of all three of these
monumental structures, devoted to the Sun, Love
and the Earth, conform to a perfect linear
alignment. An underlying geometric plan for the
entire complex has been exquisitely laid out.

The apex of the Pyramid of the Dragon is
situated precisely 2,200m from the apex of the
Pyramid of the Moon. Constructed exactly along
this alignment is the Temple of the Earth at a
distance of 880m from the Pyramid of the

Dragon (220 x 4 = 880) and 1,320m from the
Pyramid of the Moon (220 x 6 = 1,320). These
alignments and repeating proportional
relationships apply to all of the valley’s major
structures.
Two low-angle tumuli recently discovered near
the village of Ginje form a southeastern
extension of the valley complex. The distance
from the Pyramid of the Dragon to the first Ginje
Tumulus is 1,760m, or 8 times the chosen
wavelength (220 x 8 = 1760). Continuing along
the same axis, the second Ginje Tumulus is
located 440m from the first, and 2,200m from
the Pyramid of the Dragon (above).

These remarkably consistent patterns underlying
the distribution of the Bosnian pyramids were
not set in stone for the beauty of mathematical
symmetry, but served a much more practical
function involving ULF wave focusing for the
synchronization of human consciousness. Atop
the Bosnian Pyramid of the Sun, this focused
energy field has been measured by various
research teams as a 4.5m-wide energy beam
emanating a strong 28 kHz signal from the apex.
Transduction of infrasound intensifies ionization
within the temples, enhancing bioelectrical
conditions for cellular regeneration. Geopolymer
experts have identified the many blocks of the
Bosnian pyramid as an advanced type of ancient
concrete (below), akin to Roman concrete and
the synthetic limestones of the Great Pyramid at
Giza.
The great majority of the irregularly shaped
casing blocks and multi-layered artificial
concrete slabs effectively replicate the natural
volcanic formation of breccia conglomerate
comprising the bedrock below the Valley of the
Pyramids. The many miles of rounded river
stones and clay layers that line the valley were
excavated from a complex system of tunnels
below the pyramids, which are expected to link
each of the five refaçaded mountain pyramids to
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Giza, which present
N-S
magnetic
polarization
fixed
during the setting
process in situ.

one another, as is the case with many such
complexes.
During construction of the many monumental
temples, thousands of tons of rounded river
stones were excavated to create the tunnels and
transported above ground for use as piezoelectric
filler material in the hundreds of thousands of
tons of high-grade ‘breccia’ cement slabs
encasing the mountains. Layers of fine sand
below the valley floor contributed piezoelectric
quartz crystals that were mixed with various
reactants and poured as fine-grained synthetic
sandstones to form extensive multi-layered
terraces.
Several lengthy cement-covered platforms have
been excavated on the four pyramids as well as
on the conical earthen pyramid structure named
the Tumulus of Vratnica (below). Analyses
conducted on these stones in 2009 by the
University of Zenica, Bosnia-Herzegovina
determined that the massive blocks are synthetic
in origin, being composed of gravel, poorly
baked clay and dolomite/calcite carbonate that
is mixed with water to form the active chemical
component lime hydrate.

As the cement slurry
was
thoroughly
mixed,
chemical
reactions take place
between the caustic
lime and water that
generate heat, driving
the process of evaporation and rapid setting.
After being poured into a thick, damp clay-lined
mould of the desired shape and allowed dry to
hardness, particular colour changes appear due
to the absorption of water and iron. Along the
cement-mould interface, an even band has been
tinted brown-orange by iron that migrated into
the liquid slurry with water that was absorbed
from the iron-rich clays used to seal the inner
surfaces of the reinforced moulds.
.
Extensive excavations and photographic
documentation of the artificially produced
concrete slabs of all sizes, from a few pounds to
several tons, have yielded samples of organic
material that can be readily dated by
conventional RC-14 measurements. An
approximate timeframe for the construction of
the Pyramid of the Sun has been established by
initial radiocarbon tests of organic samples
embedded in the concrete during its deposition
by the ancient Atlantean pyramid builders. Deep
within the excavation of Trench 4A on the
Pyramid of the Sun, the lower face of a large
stone block preserved a partially fossilized leaf
that yielded an approximate age of 24,800
years (±200 years).

This astonishingly far-removed Paleolithic age
determination has confirmed the conclusions of
Dr. Osmanagic based on the significant depth of
soil that has accumulated on top of these
structures over the millennia since their
disoccupation. Excavators working under the
collective research efforts have removed small
sections of the cement platforms to reveal the
The extreme hardness of these high-quality ancient construction techniques. Each level layer
cements has been measured between 100-140 of cement was separated by a thin layer of clay,
Mpa, exhibiting nearly twice the strength of extending to 3m in depth (above).
industrial cement mixtures produced today.
These findings parallel the prior research of Dr.
The End
J. Davidovits concerning the artificial stone
geopolymers of the Great Pyramid at
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Letters & Views
wealthy by becoming innocent victims of the
satanic system.
Years later I was seated at a table for two in an
English pub. With me was a “common” Irish
labourer. Somehow our conversation led round
to the Arab law story. “Quotes isn’t it wonderful,” I exclaimed, “they did not have to give
several inches to lawyers!” He shook his head,
“no” justice should be free.
Then I learnt later about my clan law, for my
father had passed to a better place when I was
13 days old.

Theft By The English Parliament From a Member of The Clan Gunn
Sir––,My clan was not involved in the rebellions
of 1715 and 1745 against the Hanoverian dynasty. Yet despite this, the English Parliament’s
stole our clan law (common law) in 1747. I
cannot forgive them, for it caused very serious
consequences, still prevailing.
Before proceeding will every English reader
please note that politicians are not normal Englishmen. The only thing I can say is that the best
of them appear to be innocent victims of a
Satanic system.
I knew nothing of my clan law 50 years ago
when a friend, Mr Penter, loaned me a National
Geographic magazine. Therein was an article
about Arabia. Two tribal chiefs had a common
border and they never knew quite where it was.
This mattered not, until some fool put a drill
down and discovered liquid gold – OIL. When
the Border changed one inch £6 million changed
hands, then a considerable sum of money.

All the Gunn chiefs had a peculiar notion; the
thought that a Christian should never take another Christian to court! When two men were in
dispute one or the other would see the chief, who
then summoned the other party in order to hear
his side of the story. Then he saw them both
together and the matter was usually resolved.
But, if it came to court –
When court is held, the chief is not the only clan
officer present. Others such as the clan commander and the taxman are there. The commander’s duty is to lead his men in defensive war, if
the chief is ancient, or a
boy or a woman. We had
no problem with sex discrimination which comes
from Roman “law,” upon
which the “law” of the EU
is based. And the taxman
is nothing like an English
taxman.

Say two sovrens were in
dispute, for this is before Dr Johnston corrected
To fix the borders between them they went to the spelling when he wrote in his dictionary
court. This was a classic black tent of Kedar. (sovereign therefore…)
Within was the judge, seated on a very fine
Persian carpet. Beside him was his grandson Movable property has to come to court, so the
about 12, not so comfortably seated, he had winning litigants will leave court, cash in hand.
But had he had a bad year 10 years ago – a poor
obviously just been circumcised.
harvest and his fishing boat was wrecked. His
This unusual charge/fine - symbolically a goat. contribution to clan funds was therefore deHow wonderful if such a result applied in British ferred. The sum of £2 2s. 6d. was owed. When
courts, the solicitors and barristers would have he leaves the court a clan officer will remind him
wanted several inches for themselves, like the that he can now afford to pay his contribution.
best politicians. These professions become So he returns home empty-handed. The pair
would have been better off if they had shared the
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money and court was told that no cost to them.
Gunn law was free.
Nowadays, the mountains of Caledon are infested with solicitors and barristers surrounding law
and making it very expensive.
English “government.” All true Brits are suffering and I extend my sympathies to the English.
Scottish “law” has some very bad features –
serfdom is allowed and still flourished in living
memory. With the imposition of this on the
Highlands, the old way of life became impossible and this was noticed by Dr Johnston during
his Highland tour and he predicted the clearances.
Not all clan chiefs were decent men – I can
mentioned three friends who detest the chief of
their clan and it was those who took the opportunity to clear the clan lands of people to make
more money with sheep.
The Black Watch regiment amaze me – a certain
battle honour is lacking on their banner. The
Highland clearances. These armed thugs, only
obeying orders, would go to a village burn the
thatched roofs when the brigs were in the Bay,
waiting to take the victims to Canada. This
compulsory colonisation has never been forgotten by their descendants.
The Scottish National party have the same policy
as the IRA – the splitting up of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain (the Irish are far more
senior Brits than us latecomers, Viking Gunns –
Gani in the sagas) and now they have a Scottish
parliament they will have no intention of restoring common law to the Highlands. Yours truly,
An Ancient Mariner.

My UK School Almost Destroyed Me
Sir__, I was born in 1991, to a happy family. I
had a sister 6-years-older than me, and two
loving parents. My father was the breadwinner
of the family and my mother was a housewife.
My early school years were great, my education
was great, I had maximum grades. I played for
my school football team and did some boxing.
(My dad and his dad were both boxers. It was a
great bonding time for me and my dad in the
gym.) Life couldn't have been better.

As I got towards the end of my primary school
years, I started to notice that most of my friends
came from broken marriages. I never paid it
much attention however as I was just 6-11 years
old but I always wondered "where's your dad?"
Anyways, things changed for the worse at age
11 when I entered secondary school. This was
4-5 years after Labour had taken power in 1997.
I can honestly say now, that's exactly the reason
why things were so bad.
Immediately it began. We were taught, at such
a young age, about all of the atrocities western
men had committed against everyone else. We
were literally (I'm not exaggerating here) taught
to be ashamed of ourselves and of our culture.
Girls, on the other hand, were taught how great
the suffragettes were and that without them
they'd still be under the tyranny of the evil men.
I remember a particular class where the female
teachers and female students were all laughing
at the stupidity of boys and men. I remember the
female teacher pointing out "all the men had to
fight wars, while women didn't, but it was always
men that started the wars!" while the girls all
laughed. I remember looking around at all the
boys in my class just sitting there, quietly, blank
stares on their faces, saying nothing. Then it hit
me like a silver bullet, I was doing the same as
them: nothing.
However after having years of political
correctness and self-shame pumped into me by
this so called education system, I had no
knowledge of how to even discredit them.
Everything they said seemed true. If it weren't
for my father teaching me about the great men
of our past at a young age, I actually think I'd be
another sad fool indoctrinated into feminist
ideology.
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didn't leave with more than 1-2 GCSEs either.
The majority of girls left with amazing grades.

ANTI-WHITE RACISM

Not only were we taught to be ashamed of our
gender, they went so far as to blatantly make us To any of the older generation out there, I'd just
ashamed of our race. Yes, if you were white and like to tell you, this is what it was like to grow
up in an education system from 1997-2006 for
male, oh boy, you were in for a treat.
young British men.
Hours upon hours of all the horrendous crimes
our ancestors did to the Africans, the If my experience was typical, we're in big
native Americans, the Jewish people and of trouble. I read recently, young men get paid less
than young women now from ages 20-29.
course, women.
Not one, not a SINGLE mention of all the good
we did, only the bad (and if they did happen to
mention anything good a white man did they
never pointed out it was a white man who did it.
Only when they shame do they like to point the
traits of the people/person they're shaming, out).

GOING DOWN THE TUBES?

Meanwhile they had black history month
celebrating the accomplishments of black culture
and black people in general, which I had/have
no problem with. I think it's great that people can
celebrate their culture but then I bought up the
question, when will I be allowed to celebrate and
be proud of my culture? The answer? Never,
that's racist and not politically correct, you see.
That line of thinking leads to a nation of Nazis,
apparently.

My big question is, what is going to happen
when my generation has to step up to run
Britain? From my experience and the facts
around me at the time (the majority of boys in
my year are either unemployed or doing basic
jobs like stacking shelves, digging, cleaning
toilets) we've literally created a generation of
DEMORALIZATION
boys who are useless, self-hating, apathetic, lazy
Now, after all this, I noticed something change idiots without any father figures in their lives and
in me. I became apathetic, lazy, unmotivated and even the ones who had father figures (like me)
my grades went from the top 5% in my country got shafted hard by the education system we had
to endure.
at age 11, to pretty much, rock bottom.
I remember at age 11 I was predicted straight A*
and As for my GCSEs. I didn't leave that school
with a single GCSE, not one. Why? I stopped
caring about school; some days I just didn't turn
up, I couldn't take it anymore, it was actually
horrendous to be discriminated against like that
by people who are supposed to be objectively
teaching me.

Honestly, I'm actually really interested in seeing
what happens in the next 20 years. Women are
either going to have to step up and take all the
load men have carried on their shoulders for
generations and do everything or society is
honestly going to collapse in on itself, as this
generation of men have been destroyed and
ostracized by their own government.

I was one of the few people who wasn't surprised
when the UK Riots came about. It was just
waiting to happen. This is the generation of
young men who are supposed to be the backbone
to our culture. Hah! well done feminism, well
done Labour, you managed to systematically
These feelings weren't just felt by me either. I destroy a whole country in just one decade, far
can tell you now that 90% of the boys in my year
By the time my dad noticed what was going on
(the school never notified him of my drastic drop
in grades and lack of attendance) it was too late
to do anything. I was in the last 6 months of
school.
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more damaging than the "Nazis", "racists",
"bigots" and "sexists" ever could of done.
Personally, I can't wait to sit back and watch the
mess unfold as the country frantically tries to
stay above the water.
I am very interested in what the older generation
of men think about this state of affairs and how
their sons have been treated by the education
system and society in general.
PS. Oh and before anyone accuses me of
blaming my failings on the Education system,
my father paid for me to go to an all-male school,
where I got 7 As in GCSEs on my first year there
directly after mandatory school ended, then two
years of A levels in which I got all 5 of them.
This isn't some blame, pity me game. I'm just
generally very interested in what you all think is
going to happen if my scenario holds
true? Yours truly, Robbie

If they were suspected of being converts to
Judaism and not actually the tribes mentioned in
the Bible, it was all over for them. Their Lie
would be out—they would be seen for what they
are—imposters . . . the vast majority of the Jews
were not of Israel; some of the Palestinians were.
How The Racial Hoax Of The Jews Some of the Palestinians even had a DNA
chromosome which established that they were
Was Finally Exposed
"Cohens"—workers at the ancient Temple and
Sir,—The newest DNA scientific studies, synagogues . . . DNA science has proven that the
showing that the people known as the Jews of findings of many historians and anthropologists
Israel—and, indeed Jews all over the world— is correct. Yours truly, J. S. Somerset, UK
are, in fact, of Khazar, not Israelite origins, is
Multi-Culture
backed by the earlier work of historians. These
historians found that their scholarly books and
reports were immediately attacked by Zionists Sir__, I recently received a very interesting
desperate to maintain the fiction that the Jews email which I find believable. I also have
could trace their heritage all the way back to received information on local government plans
under Blair to socially engineer society to break
Abraham.
up and destroy the traditional historical British
The Zionists knew the truth—that they are not a structure and to introduce tension through
race but a composite of many races. They had to enforced multi-culturism. Dispersal of asylum
keep up the myth that they were a homogenous seekers was part of this plan to 'nudge' people
race kept together by religion and community into accepting and becoming used to newcomers
interests for 5,000 years. Only in this way could in their local communities.
the Zionist Jews claim to be the seed of
Abraham. Only as 'Israelites' could the Jews The first target areas were London boroughs
claim possession to land where they and their such as Haringey, Hackney, Islington etc. Whilst
this occurred under labour administration the
ancestors had never been.
agenda has continued through the Lib-Cons and
The Zionists knew, too, that their genocide and through UK.
ethnic cleansing against the Palestinians was not
justified unless they, the Jews, had claim to the At this point I emphasise that the people creating
land. How else could they get the millions of and implementing such policy were our own so
evangelical Christians to support their horrible called government. Those encouraged into the
country did so because they were invited - they
behaviour?
did not fight their way ashore.
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with any of these policy forming groups and
agencies, and of course cutting their funding
supply by taking control of our money back into
the legitimate government by re-issuing the
Bradbury pound as credit to meet the needs of
The ultimate aim of the policy is to create the nation, rather continuing to permit the private
tension, division and violence, because this will banking fraudulent debt based currency.
allow a vicious state clamp down under the Civil
Contingency Act. Divide and rule to be precise. If any are not yet aware - the Remembrancer sits
in Westminster at all debates at all times to
ensure the needs of the City are not compromised
by decisions made in the house.
We begin to see the real enemy - treasonous MPs
and their politicised Civil servants who as
knowing or useful idiots implemented such
policy.

Please check this yourselves.
The enemy is not humanity drawn to this country
by a desire for a better life or even an easy life
on benefits - the enemy is a dangerous political
mafia and judiciary. It is their 'common purpose'
that must be exposed as the first step to regaining
sanity in this island. Yours truly. Brian G.

Those invited and living in Britain now are not
the main or most dangerous enemy. Yes there
are newcomers hostile to our society, but the fact
remains that the most migrants are perfectly
ordinary and innocent people being used as
pawns in the game - the dangerous people are
our own politicians who speak of our welfare
and betray us behind our backs.
In the camps which will surely follow if these
traitors get their way we will not be worried if
our fellow prisoner is black white Asian or
Chinese or other. These will be our fellows of
suffering.
If we are to remain out of the camps it is vital
that attention and effort is focused on
appropriately rooting out the real danger - look
first to Westminster and the myriad of think
tanks NGOs and quasi political bodies, all
funded by international banks, that quietly and
deceptively create such policy for Blair, Brown,
Cameron and the real hidden mastermind Clegg.
Common Purpose has been key to much of the
implementation of this policy, training the top
200 civil servants amongst other actions.
However the common purpose ideology is the
real threat and this is implemented via the myriad
of organisations I have mentioned.

Lee Rigby.
Sir___, I have written this letter to Simon Heffer of the Daily Mail in response to his article
about Lee Rigby.
Dear Mr. Heffer,
We last exchanged correspondence on the 28
May 2013 regarding the treason committed by
past and present Government Ministers. I provided you with two sets of allegations against
Cameron, Clegg, Blair, Major, Maude and
Hurd. At the time you expressed some sympathy with the anti-EU stance of one of the allegations. These allegations were sent to all 43
police forces, 12 of which accepted and recorded them before passing to the MET. That means
12 Chief Constables accepted them as worthy of
further investigation. However the Commissioner for the MET refuses to act on them saying that he considers them 'vexatious'. What
does this say for the integrity and professionalism of the 12 Chief Constables? We have asked
the Commissioner, time and time again, to give
us a reason why he considers them vexatious?
This he has refused to do. If the Commissioner
will not respond who then can we appeal to?

Today you have written in the Daily Mail what
All could be stopped overnight by banning we have been saying about people, who are
contact of Westminster MPs and Civil Servants nearly all Muslims and claim to being 'British',
carrying out or plotting acts of terrorism should
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be tried as traitors. You say that the 1351 Treason Act is there to protect the integrity of the
country. You continue to say, in your article,
everything that we have ever said about this
issue. What you and the media are overlooking
is that there are other people who are also doing
great damage to the country. These people have
handed our sovereignty over to a foreign power
– the EU and as a result nearly all our laws are
created in Brussels. It has allowed us to be
‘invaded' by an overwhelming number of foreigners and causing great harm to the culture
and traditions of this country. For our leaders to
allow this to happen and to continue with it, was
and is, a direct violation of our Constitutional
and Common Laws. These are the highest laws
in the land and trump any other law.

contention? Surely they can read the same law
books as us! You don't need to be a barrister to
see what has been happening. If you really
believe that we have a case but are worried
about committing libel, then why not write
about the deceased Edward Heath, since it was
he who committed the treason in the first place?
The evidence against Heath is official, from the
FCO and irrefutable. See the link below.
Mr Heffer I call upon you to do your duty as a
patriotic Englishman to help us in our campaign
to take our country back from the current set of
traitors and restore law and order to this land.
You can view the background to this at our
website with particular reference to a damning
letter from Lord Kilmuir to Ted Heath. Yours
truly. Jack Lewis.

When I pressed you to write an article on this Lord Kilmuir’s letter to Ted Heath is
issue you retreated behind the libel laws. What reproduced below.
do your own newspaper lawyers say about our

Damning letter from Lord Kilmuir, the Lord
Chancellor to Edward Heath
I have no doubt that if we do sign the Treaty, we
shall suffer some loss of sovereignty, but before
attempting to define or evaluate the loss I wish
to make one general observation. At the end of
the day, the issue whether or not to join the
European Economic Community must be
decided on broad political grounds and if it
appears from what follows in this letter that I
find the constitutional objections serious that
does not mean that I consider them conclusive.
I do, however, think it important that we should
appreciate clearly from the outset exactly what,
from the constitutional point of view, is involved
if we sign the treaty, and it is with that
consideration in mind that I have addressed
myself to the questions you have raised.

My Dear Ted,

He is clear that if we do sign the agreement with
the EEC we will suffer some loss of Sovereignty.
This is clearly an act of Treason because our
Constitution allows no surrender of any part of
our Constitution to a foreign power beyond the
control of the Queen in parliament. This is
evidenced by the convention which says:

You wrote to me on the 30th November about
the constitutional implications of our becoming
a party to the Treaty of Rome. I have now had
an opportunity of considering what you say in
your letter and have studied the memoranda you
sent me. I agree with you that there are important (Parliament may do many things but what it may
not do is surrender any of its rights to govern
constitutional issues involved.
unless we have been defeated in war).
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And the ruling given to
King Edward 3rd in
1366 in which he was
told that King John’s
action in surrendering
England to the Pope, and
ruling England as a
Vassal King to Rome
was illegal because
England did not belong
to John he only held it in trust for those who
followed on. The Money the Pope was
demanding as tribute was not to be paid. Because
England’s Kings were not vassal Kings to the
Pope and the money was not owed.
Adherence to the Treaty of Rome would, in my
opinion, affect our sovereignty in three ways:Parliament would be required to surrender some
of its functions to the organs of the community;
Answer as above.
The Crown would be called on to transfer part
of its treaty-making power to those organs of the
community;
The Constitution confers treaty making powers
only on the Sovereign and the Sovereign cannot
transfer those powers to a foreign power or even
our own parliament because they are not the
incumbent Sovereigns to give away as they only
hold those powers in trust for those who follow
on.

wishes, and which would in fact become for us
part of the law of the land.
There are two ways in which this requirement of
the Treaty could in practice be implemented:It is a Praemunire to allow any laws or
regulations not made by the Sovereign in
parliament to take effect as law in England. This
is illegal under the Acts of Treason 1351, the Act
of Praemunire 1392, The Act of Supremacy
1559, and the Declaration and Bill of Rights
1688/9.
Parliament could legislate ad hoc on each
occasion that the Council make regulations
requiring action by us. The difficulty would be
that, since Parliament can bind neither itself not
its successors, we could only comply with our
obligations under the Treaty if Parliament
abandoned its right of passing independent
judgement on the legislative proposals put before
it. A parallel is the constitutional convention
whereby Parliament passes British North
American Bills without question at the request
of the Parliament of Canada, in this respect
Parliament here has substance, if not in form,
abdicated its sovereign position, and it would
have pro tanto, to do the same for the Community.
No such power exists for parliament to do this.
This would be an Act of Treason under the 1351
Treason Act, A Praemunire under the 1392 Act
of Praemunire, an Act of Treason under the 1559
Act of Supremacy, and the 1688/9 Declaration
and Bill of Rights.

Our courts of law would sacrifice some degree
of independence by becoming subordinate in It would in theory be possible for parliament to
certain respects to the European Court of Justice. enact at the outset legislation which would give
automatic force of law to any existing or future
It is a Praemunire to allow any case to be taken regulations made by the appropriate organs of
to a foreign court not under the control of the the Community. For Parliament to do this would
Sovereign. The European Court Justice or the go far beyond the most extensive delegation of
European court of Human rights are foreign powers even in wartime that we have ever
courts not under the control of our Sovereign. experienced and I do not think there is any
likelihood of this being acceptable to the House
Praemunire is a crime akin to Treason.
of Commons. Whichever course were adopted,
Parliament would retain in theory the liberty to
The position of Parliament
repeal the relevant Act or Acts, but I would agree
It is clear that the memorandum prepared by your with you that we must act on the assumption that
Legal Advisers that the Council of Europe could entry into the Community would be irrevocable,
eventually (after the system of qualified majority we should therefore to accept a position where
voting had come into force) make regulations Parliament had no more power to repeal its own
which would be binding on us even against our enactments than it has in practice to abrogate the
statute of Westminster. In short. Parliament
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would have to transfer to the Council, or other
appropriate organ of the Community, its
substantive powers of legislating over the whole
of a very important field.
There is no constitutionally acceptable method
of doing this because it would be tantamount to
a total abrogation of their duty to govern us
according to our laws and customs. And it would
be an Act of Treason under the 1351 Treason
Act, A Praemunire under the 1392 Act of
Praemunire, and Treason under the 1559 Act of
Supremacy, and the Declaration and Bill of
Rights 1688/9.
Treaty-making Powers

involved would necessarily carry us very far in
this direction, but it would be a most significant
step and one for which there is no precedent in
our case. Moreover, a further surrender of
sovereignty of parliamentary supremacy would
necessarily be involved: as you know although
the treaty-making power is vested in the Crown.
Parliamentary sanction is required for any treaty
which involves a change in the law or the
imposition of taxation to take two examples and
we cannot ratify such a treaty unless Parliament
consents. But if binding treaties are to be entered
into on our behalf, Parliament must surrender
this function and either resign itself to becoming
a rubber stamp or give the Community, in effect,
the power to amend our domestic laws.
This is a surrender of our Sovereignty a clear Act
of Treason under the 1351 Treason Act and a
Praemunire, under the 1392 Act of Praemunire,
it is Treason under the 1559 Act of Supremacy
and the 1688/9 Declaration and Bill of Rights.
Independence of the Courts

The proposition that every treaty entered into by
the United Kingdom does to some extent fetter
our freedom of action is plainly true. Some
treaties such as GATT and O.E.E.C. restrict
severely our liberty to make agreements with
third parties and I should not regard it as
detrimental to our sovereign that, by signing the
Treaty of Rome, we undertook not to make tariff
or trade agreements without the Council's
approval. But to transfer to the council or the
Commission the power to make such treaties on
our behalf, and even against our will, is an
entirely different proposition. There seems to me
to be a clear distinction between the exercise of
sovereignty involved in the conscious
acceptance by us of obligations under treatymaking powers and the total or partial surrender
of sovereignty involved in our cession of these
powers to some other body. To confer a
sovereign state's treaty-making powers on an
international organisation is the first step on the
road which leads by way of confederation to the
fully federal state. I do not suggest that what is

There is no precedent for our final appellate
tribunal being required to refer questions of law
(even in a limited field) to another court and as
I assume to be the implication of ‘refer’- to
accept that court's decision. You will remember
that when a similar proposal was considered in
connection with the Council of Europe we felt
strong objection to it. I have no doubt that the
whole of the legal profession in this country
would share my dislike for such a proposal
which must inevitably detract from the
independence and authority of our courts.
Of those three objections, the first two are by far
the more important. I must emphasise that in my
view the surrenders of sovereignty involved are
serious ones and I think that as a matter of
practical politics, it will not be easy to persuade
Parliament or the public to accept them. I am
sure that it would be a great mistake to underestimate the force of objections to them. But
these objections ought to be brought out into the
open now because, if we attempt lo gloss over
them at this stage those who are opposed to the
whole idea of our joining the Community will
certainly seize on them with more damaging
effect later on. Having said this, I would
emphasise once again that, although those
constitutional considerations must be given their
full weight when we come to balance the
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arguments on either side, I do not for one
moment wish to convey the impression that they
must necessarily tip the scale. In the long run we
shall have to decide whether economic factors
require us to make some sacrifices of
sovereignty: my concern is to ensure that we
should see exactly what it is that we are being

called on to sacrifice, and how serious our loss
would be.
It is a Praemunire to subject Her Majesty’s
Courts of law to the domination of a foreign
court outside of Her Majesty’s control.
The End

Churchill And The Jews
By Martin Gilbert
Book Review
In 1904, Churchill was elected as a Liberal in the
riding of Manchester North-West, one-third of
whose voters were Jewish, and promptly became
an ardent opponent of the Aliens Bill, the
purpose of which was to curb Jewish
immigration from Russia. When he was accused
in the press of acting under orders from Lord
Rothschild, he characterized the charge as a "foul
C C O R D slander". Whatever the case, Churchill and a few
ING
to allies stonewalled the bill until the government
M a r t i n dropped it.
Gilbert, the "great
statesman" Winston When Churchill holidayed on the continent in
Churchill was a brown-noser and errand boy for the summer of 1906, he had three prominent
Illuminati Jewish bankers. This is the NWO Jewish hosts: Ernest Cassel in Switzerland,
Lionel Rothschild in Italy and Baron de Forest
which most politicians secretly serve.
in Moravia.
In "Churchill and the Jews" (2007), Martin
Gilbert portrays Churchill as a kind of "Johnny- In 1910, as Home Secretary, Churchill sent the
on-the-spot" whenever Zionist interests required army to arrest people rioting against Jews in
defense or promotion. His professed motivation South Wales, in Gilbert's words, "Britain's only
was his conviction that advantaging "a superior pogrom". Jewish landlords were evicting
people," the Jews, must benefit not the world as impoverished miners from their homes. Ignoring
a whole, not to mention the little weasel himself. both Conservative and Labour critics, Churchill
subsequently had the rioters arrested and
His father, Randolf Churchill, (left) was known sentenced to hard labour.
for his connections to powerful bankers such as
Nathan Rothschild and Sir Ernest Cassel. He As the First Lord of the Admiralty, Churchill
introduced his son to these Jewish power-brokers pushed for an attack on the Ottoman Empire
with a view to finding him a good career. They (which encompassed Palestine), leading to the
unsuccessful naval attack on the Dardanelles that
took young Winston under their wing.
caused him to resign. Coincidentally, the Jewish
When Winston was 20, Sir Ernest Cassel offered Cabinet member Sir Herbert Samuel opined that
to "manage the young man's finances" (i.e. put once the Turks were beaten, Britain should
him on a retainer.) For example, Cassel secured acquire Palestine so it could become a centre of
a £10,000 (today about £500,000) share of a Jewish self-government.
lucrative Japanese government loan for him, and
bestowed a £25,000 (today's money) wedding Gilbert says that the Balfour Declaration was
calculated to prompt American Jewry to
present on him.
"accelerate the military participation of the
United States" in the First World War. Fulfilling
"The Jews are very
powerful in
England." -Winston Churchill
in a letter to
General Holman,
1919.

A
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the "pledge" (as Churchill insistently termed this in West Leicester in 1923, accused of having
nebulous document) became one of Churchill's participated with Lord Balfour in a financial
scam organized by Sir Ernest Cassel and other
constant crusades.
rich Jews in 1916.
After the end of the "Great War" Zionist leader
Chaim Weizmann suggested to Churchill, then Poet Alfred Douglas alleged that Churchill had
Secretary of State for War, to appoint General falsely reported that the sea battle of Jutland had
Wyndham Deedes, a proven Zionist been lost in order to depress the value of stocks,
sympathizer, to the post of chief administrator which were bought up at low prices by the cabal.
of the British military administration of They immediately shooting up when Churchill
issued a second report contradicting the first.
Palestine.
For his services Churchill was alleged to have
received £40,000 (£1 million in today's money).
RUSSIAN REVOLUTION AND
The British Government brought a criminal libel
CIVIL WAR
case against Douglas, the result of which he
During the civil war in Russia
served six months in jail
following
the
Bolshevik
While Churchill was out of
Revolution, Churchill reported to
Parliament, he lobbied the
Prime Minister Lloyd George that
government for prominent Jewish
a very bitter feeling existed
leader, and Shell Oil Director,
throughout Russia "against the
Robert Waley Cohen (left), for
Jews, who are regarded as being the
which, Gilbert reports, he
main instigators of the ruin of the
received a payment, in today's
Empire, and who, certainly, have
money, of £125,000.
played a leading part in Bolshevik
atrocities."
After his reelection in 1924, as
Chancellor of the Exchequer,
While repeatedly expressing
Churchill, along with Balfour,
concern that efforts should be made
unsuccessfully
supported
to protect innocent Jews, Churchill
Weizmann's request for the
did not downplay the barbarity of
those participating in the Bolshevik Terror. "A British Government's guarantee of a Zionist
few Jews had become political commissars", economic development loan.
Martin writes dismissively here, although later
he more dramatically states that "Lenin was Thanks to the Nazi Nuremberg Law in
almost the only member of the Central September 1935. 66,476 German Jews left for
Committee [of the Bolshevik government] who Palestine. This was roughly ten percent of all
was not of Jewish origin," adding that few knew German Jews. Churchill delivered speeches
at the time that "Lenin's mother's grandfather advocating allowing more immigration for these
victims of "every form of concentrated human
was a Jew."
wickedness cast upon [them] by overwhelming
As Colonial Secretary he facilitated a power, by vile tyranny."
Rothschild-sponsored hydroelectric project in
Palestine. The 1922 White Paper that set out the In March 1937, Churchill gave secret evidence
governing principles of Britain's mandate in to the Peel Commission. He said Jews should
Palestine, known as the Churchill White Paper, be encouraged to become the majority in
strongly supported Zionism, affirming "that the Palestine: "...it was.. intended that they might in
existence of a Jewish National Home in Palestine the course of time become an overwhelmingly
should be internationally guaranteed, and that it Jewish state."
should be formally recognized to rest upon
ancient historical connection."
In 1937, Churchill became the leading
international Nazi critic when the Hungarian Jew
In the 1922 general elections, Churchill came Imre Revesz contracted to publish his articles in
fourth in polling in the riding Dundee which he 17 capital cities, three main Yiddish newspapers
had held for 14 years. He then lost a by-election
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in Eastern Europe and two mostly-Jewish-read Francisco, Los
newspapers in Palestine.
Washington, DC

Angeles,

Chicago,

and

Wall Street had made Churchill a millionaire
during the 'Roaring Twentys' margin stocks
Churchill opposed the 1939 White Paper that bubble.
would prevent the Palestine population from
ever becoming predominantly Jewish.
WORLD WAR TWO

A joint Allied Declaration by the British, the
Americans and the Soviet Union in December
1942 condemned the "bestial policy of coldblooded extermination" of Jews. Churchill
defeated the American proposal to describe the
crimes as "alleged" and inserted a warning, that
those committing the crimes would be punished
after the war.
How many times Churchill volunteered the
statement "I am a Zionist" during his career of
course cannot be known, but the occasions noted
by Gilbert imply that the tally would be
considerable.
The financial support of the Government of
Canada and the Government of Ontario through
a variety of their agencies, is acknowledged on
the copyright page. This is one deal Churchill,
who died in 1965, could not take credit for.
Other Related Comments
Makow- Winston Churchill-Illuminati Tool
Stokes -Churchill was Banker Go-fer
-------- Was Churchill a Soviet Agent?

First Comment from Dan:

He lost it all the stock market crash of 1929.
What made the 29 Crash so devastating was that
losers didn't just end up with zero balance - they
owed the margin lenders millions, with no way
to recover. They were truly 'ruined'.
However, Churchill's debts were immediately
bought off by Sir Henry Strakosch, a London
Jewish banker who was instrumental in setting
up the Central Bank of India. Additionally,
Churchill's publisher Simon & Schuster covered
his ass with just enough advance money for him
to hang onto to Chartwell - his beloved country
mansion in Kent.

Churchill was a stock market gambler, as has
been mentioned on this site before. He was
wiped out by the stock market crash of 1929,
because he over-leveraged "on the margin" meaning he borrowed big money form his banker
pals to buy shares, counting on a higher return. There is so much more to these years of
Churchill's double-dealings to even begin to get
He was actually partying with them in New York into here.
on night of "Black Tuesday". The party was at
the 5th Avenue mansion of Bernard Baruch,
The End OS21591
attended by 40 major bankers and players.
Churchill had arrived in America "quite by
chance" two weeks earlier. He stopped in San
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